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Kitwanga mill  closure 
threatened 
Prime saw logs currently 
shipped out of the Kitwanga 
area to Terrace and Rupert 
should he cut in the Kit- 
wanga area using' local 
labor, aecording to, the 
nogstlathig committee for 
the Kitwanga Band Council. 
"Just how much Iouger 
wiliit he until Cancel decides 
that Terrace needs all the 
logs (in the area) and Kit- 
wanga will he bypassed?"' 
asked awritten statement by 
the council. 
The Kitwanga chief and 
the committee have been 
"deman.dlng" from the 
provincial government 
soourity for long.term wood 
'supply and assurance for 
long-term employment for 
the native people. 
Neighboring " non-Indian 
communities will also 
Bemuse of this concern,: 
the Kitwangs band and.the 
negotiating committee have 
been doing studies on their 
own for ~hree years, and 
havo been holding discussion 
to the Ministry of Forests 
and' with the minister, 
- responsible tonative people 
in B.C., Afan.Wiillams. 
benefit from these demands, 
according to the 
statement. "If andwhen 
Cancel decide to phase out 
its lumber operations in 
Kitwanga, they will do it 
without mue5 warning," 
according to the Kitwanga 
band statement. "They will 
issue severance pay, holiday 
pay and apologies. That is 
the normal state of affairs 
when a business huts down 
its operations." 
Soviets refute African action 
. 
MOSCOW (AP) - -  The 
Soviet Union today accused, 
Zblgalew Brzezinski, U.S. 
President Corter'o national 
security adviser, of leading a
"poisonous propaganda 
campaign" against the 
Kremlin and of speaking like 
"an enemy of detente," 
The attack in the Com- 
munist party newspaper 
Pravda came in response to 
,Brzezinski's comments 
Sunday in a television in- 
terview that focused on' 
Soviet involvement in 
Africa. 
In that interview, Br~. 
and hearinK "some measure 
,(ff responsibility" for the 
rebel invasion of southern 
Zaire. 
Pi'avda said Brzeainski did 
not try to present evidence in 
support of his claims 
"because there is simply no 
such evidence in the world." 
"There is no need to ~uto 
the inveatlons of.Brzezinski. 
The Soviet Union does not.  
belang to theevents inZake~ 
In the territory of that 
country there are not and  
never have been any Soviet, 
men with arms., in their 
hands. The Soviet Ualun 
zesinshi accused the Soviet firmly sticks to a policy of 
Union of t ry i~ to ,stir up" noninterference in the af- 
racial difficulties in Africa" fairs of,other countries.," 
The negotiating committee, On the other hand, if 
believes that if Pohle Cancel decides to continue 
Lumber in Terrace con- the Kitwanga sawmill by 
tinuestoextracttimberfrom' buying up all the public 
the area, the Kitwanga auction timber that would 
sawmill will be only an also create difficulties for 
added expense, the sawmills and loggers in 
At present, about two- the area of Kitwenga and 
thirds of the wood eut is Haselton. 
shipped to Terrace and Por t  On losing the wood supply, 
Edward. operators such as Kitwanga 
When Gordon MacLachlin Nat ive  Deve lopment  
spoke to the Terrace Company, Hchenshie.lds and 
Chamber of Commerce in Rim Forest would have to 
April, he assured them that cease operations, the Kit- 
the Pohle Lumber Mill was wanga band fears, 
in no dangcr of 'shutting "Eithor of the foregoing 
down. situations would be 
"We are worried that disasterousforail~hepeopie 
Cancel would shut down the living in the Kitwanga and 
Kitwanga sawmill the en- Hazelton area," the 
sure that the Poble Lumber statement said. 
millin Terrace would have a - White people living in ~e 
sufficient log supply," the area could relocate, but the 
band statement reads. Natives who will not leave 
theii" resarvatinn will have to 
turn to Welfare or unom- 
ployment insurance, 
T.he newspaper also The people would rather 
rebutted Brzesinski's claims have jobs, Kitwunga band 
that the rebels who invaded said, and these jobs could be 
Zaire's Sheba province May secured in Kitwanga by 
12 had received training leaving the logs that are 
from Cuban advisers, taken from the forest in the 
Pravda pointed to /he fact area to be cut by the local 
that even the U,S. Senate mills. 
foreign relations committee At least 80 to 90 of the 
has asked the Carter ad- Kitwanga people will be 
'ministration for evidence to jobless if timber continues to 
support his accusations leave Kitwanga to feed 
regarding Cuban and,Soviet outside sawmills and 
involvement in the conflict, pulpmills, the statement 
"Loyal to himself, Br-. said. 
ze~lnoki istrying to shift the "We have no arguments 
blame to the Soviet Union," with other small operators in
the newspaper said. "His our area,", the statement 
invent ions represent  concluded, "but'they must 
precisely the 'poisonous be made aware of the danger 
propaganda campaign' of that lies ahead of things 
which he so ungroundediy carry ff things carry on the 
aeeusus the Sovie t U .ni.o~/' .way it has-10sen," " 
,d  
Touring the region, and 
iroviane, is The. Energy 
Van, with a two person team, 
hunched on a four month 
tour .of B.C. with. Diane 
Beckett and Peter Padbm'y, 
The two intend to "adapt 
their program on energy 
conservation toa variety of 
audiences ranging from 
school groups and sarvice 
clubs to full-scale town hall 
menU,s, 
Today they are in Kitimat 
a t  Mount Elizabeth Secon- 
dary School. The last few 
days they have been in 
Terrace reaching the h igh 
school audimce there. 
, The van is sponsored by
the office of Energy Con- 
sarvation, a segment of 
Energy, Mines and 
Resources. 
The major target audimco 
'is the high school student. 
The programs range from 
eae half hous to haif a day 
and are designed to inform 
i Co  ns about 
energy situailon and. to  in. 
Diane Beckett and Peter Padbury stand beside the Energy Van, , 
fluenee them to become less toSaveEnersyandMonoy in. 
dependant on.energy, the Home, Billpeyer's Guide 
Among the free to Furnace Servicing,. the 
poblicailons tobe distributed Garbage Book, Keeping 
by the travelling teachers of Heat In, and Car Mileage 
conservation are, 1~0 Ways Book, 
For more information 
contact Sandra Krltsch at 
the Office of Energy Cco- 
servation, 613-99~1801. 
LEGISLATLVELZBRARYt 
P~RLIAI/F..NT SUILD£HGS, 
VI f iTanra .  n_e_~ • 
COMP. 77 /78  
A burning plesle table at campsite 197 out at Furlong Bay 
park. This is an example of Just some of the. vandalism 
occurring in the area. More on page 3. 
RCMP 
rq trace 
Eight juveniles were 
apprehended by Terrace 
Monday after van- 
daliaing avehicle on the Jim 
McEwan. Motors lot. 
One vehicle Was spray 
painted and had windows 
smashed. . Damage 
estimates are not certain, 
but are believed to be around 
;a~0. 
A Terrace resident 
reported his house had been 
broken into and 5,000 board 
feet of lumber stolen along 
with other miscellaneous 
items. 
Two persons were arrested 
for being intoxicated and one 
person .was charged with 
,mpatred riving. 
RCMP 
Kitimat 
'. Kiftmat RCMP report he 
~ea~ Of Jeweil Mae Connell, 
36 years, of no.. 201-1590 
Albatross Kitimat. The 
~eath occurred at about 8 
p.m. Saturday at her 
residence. No. foul play is 
mOpected and coroner Den 
~lurray has ordered an 
Zquiry. 
Loaded 
accident 
A single vehicle accident 
m highway no 25 near 
[iilmat Sunday night sent 
persons to Kitimat 
~meral Hospital and caused 
m estimated $2000 damage, 
Driving the late model 
Dodge was Reymead Walker 
~f Kitimat, 20 years, with 
passengers, J. Peers; C, 
Selton, K. Williams, A. Ross, 
• .. Stewart, and S. Walker, 
dl of Kitimat. 
The car was obviously well 
loaded when it left the high. 
way, with seven occupants, 
m a curve travelling south, 
~pproaching the Kitimat 
~emetary hill, 
Pollee report all 
passengers were sent to 
hospital, Hospital officials 
say that S. Walker .was 
admitted to hospital tom- 
perarily, then released, Two 
other passengers •were 
treated in the out-patient 
department and released. 
All were minor injuries. 
The accident occurred at 
1:05 a.m. Monday and police 
are still investigating. 
Texas City fire feared spreading 
TEXAS CITY, Tax. (AP) 
- -  Two 56,000-gallon gasoline 
tanks exploded at an oil 
refinery early today, 
touching off a series of blasts 
that injured at least 16 
persons. Twenty persons are 
unaccounted f0r, .offlciah 
said. 
The heat was so intense 
that firefighters aid they 
were unable to get closer 
than two blocks to the Texas 
.City Refining Inc. The 
flames were visibile from 
Houston, 56 kilometras tothe 
northwest. 
Fire officials said there 
were so many oil tanks in the 
• vicinity that they were not 
• even trying to put out the 
fires bu~ were trying to keep 
other tanks from catching on 
fire or exploding. 
The first.blast at 2 a.m. 
was followed by a series of 10 
or more blasts dur~ the 
next half hour and thco by 
another explosion about 4:15 
a.m., witnesses said, 
Marathon Oil Refinery, 
across t~.  street, also was 
reported on fire by some 
officials. 
All fire departments in 
both Galveston and Harris 
counties were called to assist 
, in fighting the fires. 
DON'T KNOW CAUSE 
Fire deportment officials 
said cause of the explosions 
has not been detarmined. 
The two ref'm~'ies are 
among several located close 
together. 
John Scaly Hospital in 
Houston and Danforth 
Hospital in Texas City 
: -  . . 
* ' . . . ;  . . . . . .  " • . * ,  r .*, ' .  L 
: iPolice arrest photos 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) 
- -  The Record says Waterloo 
regional police threatened One photo shows s ix  
Monday to obtain a search members, of the force's 
warrant to recover 
photographs from the oneside of a narrow corridor 
newspaper which show tac- 
tical squad officers tanding mot~rcyle club sprawled on 
over members of a motor- 
,'cyele club as they kneel 
handcuffed, against a wall. 
The photographs, taken by 
a police photographer in the 
basement of regional OTTAWA (CP). m Achn. 
headquarters following n R.H. Falls, chief of defonce 
raid on the Renchmen's club staff, said today that 
March II, were two of four 
recently stolen from a police 
file and sent anonymously to
the newspaper. 
Police chief Syd Brown 
said Monday he believes the 
photos were stolen by a 
mmnber of the force and that 
charges will be laid if police 
discover who stole the 
photographs. Anyone found 
with the pictures could he 
charged with possession of 
stolen goods, he added. 
.tactical squad standing on 
with two members of the 
the floor between them--one 
reported their emergency 
facilities were full. Other 
injured were being taken to 
Hermann Hospital ' in 
Houston, which supplied two 
helicopters that flew out 
some of the more seriously 
injured burn victims. 
The crew of one helionpte~ 
reported it had five horn 
victims aboard--three in 
critical and .two in serious 
condition--and was headed 
for Sealy Hospital. An 
ambulance crew called for 
another helicopter to pick up 
seven more burn victims... 
One of the worst expioslmm 
in history occurred in Texas 
City on April 16, 1947, when a 
ship loaded with nitrate blew 
up, killing 561 people and 
destroying much of the pert.. 
b 
' reVea led-  
blood on his face, and the 
other with part of his shirt 
• missing. 
On the other side of the 
corridor, II members and 
'former members of the club 
are on their knees, heads 
hewed to the wall, with their 
hands handcuffed behind 
with wha t. appe£r, s to be their hacks. 
Neutronnemesis ? 
teristics of current nnole~ 
arti l lery pieces "witbeUi' 
some of the high-blast el- 
chances of nuclear war will fects." 
be reduced if the West 
deploys the neutron bomb. "Certainly in my view it is 
.He told ,the Commons less ominous," he said in 
defeace committee that the reply to questions from Bob 
weapon--devcloped to kill Weaman (PCT-.Frasor 
humans with only limited Valley West). 
destruction to property--is A Soviet offensive and the 
"less ominous" than the possibility of a nuclear war 
ourrmt nuclear battlefield would he less likely ff the 
weapons it is designed to re. Communist world knew the' 
place, neutron device was there; 
It had all the chursc- Falls said. 
Accidental  
Ammoniat ion  
MOSSYHEAD, Fla. 
(Reuter) --  About 300 
resldmts of this community 
were evacuated early today 
when a train carrying toxic 
chemicals derailed and two 
M the ears began leaking 
their contents, police said. 
A spokesman for the 
sheriff's department saic 
there were no reports of 
injuries. 
Several cars on the train 
were carrying hydrogee am- 
monia, the spokesman said. 
Moasyhead isa small town 
located about 104 kilometres 
east. of Pensacola in nor: 
theastern Florida., 
•i 
¢ 
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Hypnotic Extravaganza 
!. [ .Janzm theHypnotist will 
:.: he in Tcrrace next week with 
a 'show that promises 
"dancing and music that will 
,--, have the whole audience 
.... laughing so hard that tears 
'-- will be rolling down their 
:::: cheeks." 
.... Janzen has devoted his life 
.... to the Science of Hypnosis 
~i for the past 20 years, ac- 
cording to advance in. 
"" formation When he is not on 'LO~ 
::-'~ stage, Janzea is working in 
::.; his Hypno-therapy clinic 
i "1 
.< 
ii-: 
!!. 
ii* :-, 
,1 !: 
.I 
,2"  
Janzen 
which is the largest 'in the 
north, located in Prince 
George, 
Janzen has perfo~ned in 
. Beaunholder, Mannbeim and 
• Frankfort, Germany and 
many other cities in Europe 
in 'the U$O Shows for the 
armed forces, 
He has also performed in 
just about every state in the 
U.S. for civic organizations 
and school functions. 
Jsn,en uses crowd par- 
ticipation and his per- 
II 
I I 
formanees are unique due to 
the fact that they are con- 
stantly updated. 
Jansan will be performing 
at the R.E.M. LeeTbeaire co 
Friday and Saturday, June 9 
and I0. Admimden is $5 for 
adults and $3 f~" students 
and senior citizms. 
Advance _tickets are on 
sale at Sight & Sound in 
Kitlmat and Terrace. 
Proceeds from the show 
Will go to the Caledonia 
Playurs Drama Group. 
R.E.M. Lee 
June Events 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE SCl~J)U]r~ OF EVENTS JUNE, 
1978 
Thursday, June 1 
RAINCOAST PUPPET THEATRE- 7:30 p.m. Perfornmnce 
for children of all agesl (Especially suitable for very young 
chfldi'en). 
Saturday, June 3 
SKEENA JR. SECONDARY SCHOOL" BAND FINAL 
CONCERT. 
Friday, June 9 
"JANZEN" HYPNOTIST SHOW - 8:00 p.m, Tickets un sale 
at  Sight and Sound, and at the door. 
Seturday, Jtme 10 
"JANZEN" HYPNOTIST SHOW - 8:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, June 13 
CALEDONIA SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL BAND FINAL 
CONCERT 
Friday, June 16 
SKEENA JR. SECONDARY SCHOOL'S Final Drama 
Production - "Locomotion, Commotien -Dr.  Gorilla and 
Me"ll! 
Saturday, June I? • 
As above, une 18. 
Friday, June 23 
CALEDONIA SR. sECoNDARY SCHOOL'S GRADUATION 
EXERCISES. • 
Monday, June 28 
"MAGICAPADES" - Magic Show - 8:00 p.m. 
~ ~  • 
Ft. St. james 
robbers in custody 
FORT ST. JAMES, B.C. 
(CP) - -  A Toronto couple 
were remanded incustody to 
June 12 when they appeared 
in court Mend:ly on charges 
confinement ~'~! theft over 
S200. 
Robert Charles. 
]BaHoec~tt, 30, and his wife, 
Pamela Stuart Barineeutt, 
20, were charged after 
Robert Gatherole and his 
wL~e were held at gunpoint 
for three hours en an isolated 
la lund~ Stuart Lake, 100 
Idlometres P.orth of here. 
Counsellor stole drugs 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) - -  A former drug coun- 
seller who stole methadone 
from the Alcohol and Drag 
Services treatment Centre 
here was given a conditional 
discharge inprovincial court 
Monday. 
Blaine Arthur Ozust, 30, 
pleaded guilty to theft under 
~00. 
Police ~aid S2,O00 milHw0n 
the drug, which is used as a chances of getting era- 
heroin substitute in treating ployment again. 
addicts, were stolen between Judge G. O. Stewart, in 
March, 1976 and November, granting the conditional 
1977. discharge, said "regardless 
Clifford M'acArthur, ot what I do with him .... I 
lawyer for Ozust, said that think he is going to be hard 
his client, a former heroin put to get a Job u a coun. 
addict, had been a ddlful sellor ... he will carry this 
counsellor, who slipped, with him for a lcog time", 
MacArthur said a criminal Oz~t was put on probation 
recerdwouldde6troyOzust's for 18 months. 
RENT DE.CONTROL NOTICE 
FOR uNITS RENTING OVER $400 PER MONTH. 
• All rent increases taking effect August 1, 1978 or after (for 
units renting for more than $400 per month) are exempt from 
the 7% limit. 
• Tenants renting in the $400 - $500 per month range who 
receive what they consider to be an excessive rent increase 
may appeal to the Rent Review Commission. 
• An appeal to the Rent Review Commission must be made 
within 30 days of receiving a "Notice of  Rent Increase" form. 
• All rent increase notices must be on official forms and acopy 
sent to the Rent Review Commission within 7 days of serving, 
the tenant. 
• All other provisions of the Re'sidentlal Tenancy Act still apply. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: . @ 
Province of 
Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of 
Consumer and 
Corporate ~,ffairs 
The Rent Review Commission 
Box 9600 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
V6B 4G3 
Phone~ 668-2356 
• 
. . . . .  . . . .  ,.The. l-,rovl 
AY :28 WINNING 
Here are the numbers drawn in the May 28th draw 
of the Provincial Lottery. Check the numbers below- 
You may be a winner. To claim your prize, follow the 
instructions on the reverse of your ticket. 
If you're not o winner in this draw, 
KEEP YOUR TICKET. 
Keep your May/June draw ticketl 
it's also eligible,for the June 25th draw, 
$1 MILLION 
WINNING NUMBERS 
1i131sl lslSl41 
14111slslel41= 
14111312 I s - -~  
$ oo,ooo 
WINNING NUMBERS 
121o Iol'n 17121sl 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your,ticket are 
identical to and in the same order as those winning 
numbers above, your ticketis eligible to win the cor- 
responding prize. 
1ast 6 dl~iits win $I0,050 
last 5 dl~its win $1,000 
last 4 di~llts win $250 
last 3 digits win $50 , 
NOTE: Fifty dollar winners (S50.) may claim thelr winnings by presenting their 
ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce  only In British 
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manltoba and the Yukon. 
In the event of dlscrepanay between this list and the offlclat winnlng numbers 
list, the ,latter shall prevail. 
TICKETS FOR'. 
ON SALE NOW! 
~rn Canada Lottery Foundation 
/-. 
Jun¢/JUlYhfiCkn¢  agaVe you 
.Tickets dated June 25, 1978/July 30, 1978 
are now eligible for our regular prize fund of 
6 CHANCES AT $1 MILLION 
4 CH/d~ICES AT $I00,000.00 
Plus thousands of other cash prizes 
Ranging from $50 to $10,000.00. 
19 EXTRA BONUS NUMBERS 
To be drawn on the July 30th draw giving you 
' I additional chances to win, 
I CHANCE AT ~t 00,000.00 TM 
9 CHANCES AT * 20,000.00 
~9 CHANCES AT $ 10,000.00" 
Plus thousands and thousands of $I00 bonus prizes.for correctly•matching 
the last four digits on these 19 extra bonus numbers 
,,11'Ie. 
yrovlnclal 
The biggest Provincial yet! and still only $5!  
t 
'A unk:lU¢ drovAng ~'~tfe m for these bonu| numbers creates a smotl ioosslbillty that two S 15.000, prizes could be awarded rather than one of $20.000. and one of $ ¶0,000. 
;.~:~;~;~:~:~;~;:~;~;:~.~;:~;:~:~.~.:~:~:~;~:~;~;~:~.~:~.~.~:~:~:.~:~:`:.~:~:~:~:~:~::~`~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.:.:~.~.:.:.~.~.:;: ;:~:;:;~;.;~.:.:.:...............;........... ... ... .. ........ 
Vandals hit Furlong Bay 
Vandalism in local parks is have been demolished 
et inereasin~ concern to costing each and every 
parks officials and the taxpayer money. 
public. Within the last two When asked for an ap- 
weeks at Lakelse Furlong proximate cost of vandalism 
Bay Park alone one picnic Heidt explained that i t  is 
table has been burnt, one complicated to calculate 
life-sa~,ing ring ~as stolen . such an expenditure b cause 
outhouses tipped over with labour, frleghtl / and 
doors torn off. and many replacement costs all con- 
signs have been defaced or tribute to the figures. 
stolen. -The picnic table that was 
District Superintendent of burnt in Furlong' Bay park 
parks in the area, Fred 
Heidt, points out that the 
vandalism "with no ap- 
parent cause" is a real, and 
increasing, problem. •
Everything from garbage 
'cans to vanabode outhouses 
each, plus freight. Dangerous and wreckless 
drivers impose a safety 
Parties are not for throat to pedestrians, 
wrecking nature and parks, children and cyclists in the 
according to the seemingly 
logical rationale of 6ne local park. Not only is vandalism an 
pork official, "Let the inconvenience to legitimate 
people who do all the users of the perks but it ls as 
damage have their parties in stated above, costly as well. 
the dump..That seems to be It is the public's rospou- 
• the place they wish to have; sibility, according to a local 
they wreck parks, so why not parksrep, to report anything 
stsr.t in the dump?" illegal ~esn in a park~ while it 
Another problem facing is occurring or as soon as 
last weekwas estimated at the parks department is passible, to the polios er park 
$200 plus freight from the. traffic. Not the volume of ranger. 
Iower malnland, vehicles, but the erratic "It's everyones park 
The'  two panabode nature of the drivers, established with everyones 
outhouses at Kleanza park "There's plenty of room tax money which everyone 
that were burnt had elsewhere, for this kind of should attempt to preserve, 
replacement costs of $700 driving," says Heidt. not destroy." says Hcidt. 
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This mess was made by human vandals - not beal~s 
Some people used to believe that carrying chestnuts in 
the i r  pockets would  prevent  rh.eumatism. 
ti 
' ! 
Remalus of a picnic table at Campsite no. 19~, discovered at 4 a.m. last Sunday. 
i I I I 
A "roadblock" between sites no. 153 and no. i54. . 
i 
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School Distdet No, 88 (Terrace) 
TeaChing 
Vacancies 
AF;PLICATIONS ARE INV ITED FOR 
THE FOLLOWING POSIT IONS IN 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, No. 88 (TERRACE) .  
(a) Half . t ime l ib rar ian .  Copper Mountain 
Elementary School 
(b)  Ha l f . t ime l ib rar ian -  Uplands 
Elementary School 
(c)  Ha l f - t ime l ib rar ian  ~ K i twanga 
Elementary School 
(d) Ful l  T ime it inerant l ib rar ian .  Hazelton 
Elementary Schools 
Applicants must hold a vai id B,C. 
teaching certif icate and should have had 
recent successful teaching experience at 
the elementary level. Preference wi l l  be 
given to teachers who have had courses in 
L ibrary .  Science or who ar e wi l l ing to 
upgrade their  qualif ications in this area. 
: Please send applications, complete w i th  
suI)porting documents to :  
, Mr .  M. Bergsma 
Director of Instruction 
School Distr ict No,88(Terrace) 
Box 460, Terrace, B.C. VgG 4B5 
ApPlications close: Jun~ 5,1978. 
Turned over signpost. 
~%,  , "  ~ . ) - . 
Move over 
good buddy 
GRAND RAPIDS,. Mich. 
(AP) -- Stats police tell this 
story involving a motorist 
Sunday: 
The unsuspecting 
motorist, longing for 
someone to talk to, began the 
following conversation over 
his CB radio. 
"I'm just taking it easy, 
driving my new Toyota down 
1-96 and drinking my 
Michelob," the CBer said. 
"Oh yeah?" came the an- 
swer. "What color is your 
Toyota.,' 
The CBer proudly an- 
swered, "Silver. I 'call it the 
Silver Shadow." 
"Oh yeah?" came the re- 
sponse. "What's your 20 
(location)?" 
Tffe CBer responded, "96 
right at 28th street. What's 
yours?" 
"Right behind you," an- ' 
swered the state trooper who 
had been keeping up the con- 
versation. "Pull over." 
The two men in the car 
were issued citations for 
possessing open bottles of 
alcoholic beverage on a 
public highway. 
I t 
Alcan 
smelter 
tours 
1978 
VERSATILE. 
Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to fit almost 
anyone's needs. Motocross features and design 
make the DT1OO at home in rugged off-road 
terrain. Fully street legal, too, so it's great 
around town. Not a mini, but smaller than a 
full-size Enduro, the DT100 is the little bike 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
ela Dealer Llcence No. 02013A 635.5929 
i m.  
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away• 
EXAMPLES ",~ 
.~ Based on 36 month lease ~ 
78 F 250 pickup 
S148.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro H T 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,025•00 
simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
S~.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1400.00 
or simply 'return 
78 Econoline Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,975.00 $1,875.00 
or simply return 
I 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
S124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 $1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 F150 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 $2,025.00 
or simply return 
' FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES-  RICHARDS 
• COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINEDRIVE , 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
$129.00 per monflt 
lease end price 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
or simply return 
~80lds Cutlass 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
or simply return 
I 
Power from B.C.'s coastal 
mountains, raw materlats 
from all over the wor ld . . .  
combined, they make alumlnum~ 
But it takes skil l .  And skill 
takes people. 
We make about 300,000 tons 
of a luminum every year. 
Our people can show you 
how it's done. 
To see their ski l ls In action, 
visit our smelter in Kltlmat 
this summer. You'l l  f ind 
that our tour guides wil l  
make ~,ou most welcome. 
As hosts, they have skil ls 
of their own. 
Smelter Tours, June, 
July & August, 1978 
Monday - Friday . i 
Smelter bus tours at 12:30 and 2:00 p.m. ~ 
(Information Centre open 10:O0 • 11:30 a.m.) 
Special arrangements can be made 
for visits on Saturdays if 24 hours' 
notice is given. There are no tours 
on Sundays an~l statutory holidays, 
Winter tours (September •May) on 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons by 
reservation only. 
For more details, write or phone: 
Alcan Smelter Tours 
Box 1800, Kitimat, B.C. VSC 2H2 
Phone: 632.3111 (ext. 259) c 
A lcan  Smelters  ~11[1[,, 
and Chemica l , s ,L td  .~.~.,, ,  l 
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Ed i to r ia l  Father and I go fishing 
When I set out, trudging behind my father, on ~rried with it. He would never let me use it-or 
my first fishing trip with him, it was the very 
f~'st ime the two of us had ever been together 
~onei The chance to be with my Dad without 
l~vir~ to "share" him .with others was also 
u~ique in my nine or ten year old life. I definitely 
whnted to make a good impression. Extremely 
lf.-censcious, I had stayed awake most of the 
t trying to cover every eyentuality. 
iIt was a beautiful morning ~is we set off. The 
f~.liage of the trees, bushes and grasses still 
~mp had begun to steam in the early rays of a 
J/dy dawn. New York State's climate, 
r~asonably moderate, can easily soar past the 
1® degree mark at that time of the year, but this 
niorning was a mild average. The tree locusts 
~ere using their wings as fiddles filling the air 
~th  sizzling sounds. Spiders' webs that had not 
y~t been robbed by direct sunlight were still 
n~eackring their dew-drop jewellery; some of their 
laces were strung directly across our path- 
w.,a.y. I hesitated, not wanting to break the 
delicate strands, yet afraid that if I dodged them 
it~ might appear a sign of weakness. Busily 
puffing his pipe as he walked, rod sloped over his 
s~oulder like a rifle, militarily erect, everything 
place with army precision, seeming to not 
~tice anything to the right or left, Dad strode 
ahead, in absolute silence. 
About a mile and fifteen minutes later, we 
reach~l a stream or creek, where we stopped 
a~d my father began to survey the waters to 
d~cide on the fishing potential. Finding a place 
w/rare there was space on the banks to settle 
ourselves, he began to assemble his fishing gear. 
Everything Dad had, had always appeared to 
me to be the best. Of very simple tastes, he 
would never have two of anything, if one would 
d~. ASheffielder, brought up to know goodsteel, 
he had little use for stainless ware. He was never 
w~out apocketknife he must have had for ages. 
e steel was dark, and the blades were kept 
anyone lse. ' 
Now, my Father fashioned a sensitive 
"Dauber" or float from a hollow reed, I watched, 
.fascinated, as he manipulated the pocketknife 
that served him as an entire toelcbest. He 
plugged the ends, fastened the hook, bait, leader, 
swivel, sinkers and finally, float. Then with a 
graceful weave he made an overhead cast that 
placed the baited hook exactly where he wa/~ted 
it. It landed with a..quiet "plop". 
The whole process was completed with hal;ely 
a word spoken. Meanwhile, through my active 
mind, a thousand thoughts were racing of 
questions I wanted to ask, but hadnever had the 
opportunity o bring up, beciiuse my father had 
been "perpetually too busy..~ At the same time, 
too, I realized that this, wad',my Great Chance. 
Now we were alone. I could find out all the things 
I wanted to know about. 
There were thbse topics the other kids had 
seemed so knowledgeable about, concerning life, 
birth and "women". A number of kids my age 
were smoking, and I had refused to jbin in with 
them, hot really knowing whether itwas right or 
wrong. There were questions about animals on 
the farm; abou~ the end of the world, about 
people of different nationalities-why was I being 
teased and roughed up because I was supposed to 
by "English"-what had the English done that I 
should come in for all the taunting and ridicule? 
There were questions that I couldn't ask anyone 
else: like, "Why do women wear skirts and not 
men, yet in Scotland they wear kilts?" There 
were even more "secret" questions that I had 
hinted about o my mother, and she bad told me 
that I should ask my Dad, and he'd explain all 
about hem to me. 
Nervously, I sorted out ~ll the .puzzling 
questions and problems I had been saving up for 
so long (or so itseemed to me) wondering which 
one I should ask first. 
r~zor honed on a small carborundum, stone he Finally, noticing my nervousness, my .father 
i They usually die of decay 
Ottawa Offbeat-by Richard Jackson 
b~nttawa,-Senator David James Walker has 
in political business a long, long time. 
tially, he involved himself in the political 
fSC~ene back in 1931 when he was made a special 
ral prosecutor for the government of
C~nservative Prime Minister Richard Bedford 
Bennett. 
~ ,  Tory all his fife, he capped his political 
Dcafef~r as Conservative Prime Minister John 
nbaker's Minister of Public Worksand 
Sl~cial Parliamentary Prosecutor in a Com- 
mons Committee investigation of Liberal 
fi~smial hi,jinks that rripledthe stimated cost 
of the government Printing Bureau. 
p~r~O in his'years he has watched-and at times 
tieipated-as ix different federal govern- 
n~etS rose and fell. 
was there in the rise and fall of the 
gqvernments of Prime Ministers Bennett, 
Mhekenzie King, Louis St. Laurent, John 
Diefenbaker, Lester Pearson and •Pierre 
Trudeau. 
Pier~e Trudeau falling? 
~rhat's the way Senator'Walker sees it, and he • 
1~ watched them all. 
~md he says-measuring the men across the 
l~rspeetive ofnearly" six political decades-that 
l~erre Trudeau betrays unmistakable signs of 
terminal "decline. 
!'Like all the prime ministers before him," 
~ s the Senator, "the more he regards himself indispensable, the deeper his isolation, 'the 
fu~'ther his retreat into a siege mentality. • 
~'Pierre Trudeau has reached the point of no 
return where, except for Finance Minister Jean 
Ciiretien, he is alone in a cabinet utterly devoid 
of~talent, incapable of constructive action and 
already reconciled to defeat. 
~'This has created the vacuum of power into 
which only a new government can move." 
Governments are seldom if ever killed in 
b~ttle, said a sensationally successful premier of 
Ontario, G. Howard Ferguson, back in the 1920's, 
"they usually die of decay. 
Senator Walker, in sizing up the current 
situation, ismerely updating Premier Ferguson. 
So okay, the Trudeau government is 1O years 
old, tired, and in the classic stage of decay where 
the Prime Minister, embattled, and isolated now 
talks of resignation if only in terms of denial. 
That there should be rumor, gossip, "in- 
formed" speculation and, in some disenchanted 
Liberal quarters even hope that he will be 
resigning, isa sign that he end is near. 
But is Conservative Leader Joe Clark per- 
eeived as a prime minister, the leader of an 
acceptable alternative government? 
I 
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To Senator Walker, and an increasing number 
of initially dubious Conservatives, he is. 
But don't the Liberals ridicule him as "Boy 
Blue," and "Little Joe Peep?" 
They do. 
But they've stopped asking "Joe Who?" 
He no longer is ,"Joe Who?" even to the 
Liberals, says Senator Walker, because he is 
seen by all as the leader of a government team. 
While, says Senator Walker, the Prime 
Minister is seen as a leader on the defensive, 
isolated and alone by the desertion of meat ff not 
all his more able lieutenants-a c ptain without a
team. ~: ~. ,  
When you think of the government, you think 
looked at me strangely. "What's the matter, 
Boy?;' he" asked a little gruffly. 
"Could you," I asked, more nervous till. 
"Could gou show me how tO fasten sinkers onto 
'my line without having them slip down over the 
hook?" 
.the hook, leader, swivel, sinkers-and auber. 
He handed the rod, reel and prepared line back 
to me, with a smile. 
Those questions I kne~, suddenly, would have 
to wait! 
My father took the tackle from my hands and I never did get around to asking them. There 
deftly manipulated verything secure!yin place-" was never to be another opportunity. 
Dr.tLNorznropl, Tye, olToronto, l~asl}eon'selecte~las goal retinal, has neen reeelvea or sharon ny vJ 
the 1978 recipient of the annual' Royal Bank Award Canadians ince 1967. Dr. Frye, a lecturer at Victoria 
presented by The Royal Bank of Canada for ont. , College at the University of Toronto for more than 40 ' 
standing eontributinn to human welfare and the years, is internationally known as a scholar, author 
common good.' The~ award, made up of f~0.000 and a and lecturer in Enj~IISh literature. ..... : ..... ,.. "~ 
I I 
Bank award n. 0. Receives Royal 
When you think of Joe Clark you think, too, of 
the men he has brought tothe fore as candidates TORONTO, May lS, 1978- Corry, actor~mrectar Jean Among many other ap- Montreal, former rector of 
Professor H. Northrop Frye, Gascon, agr icu l tura l  puintments, he has been the University of Montreal; 
for a Conservative cabinet: John Fraser of 65, of Toronto described by scientists Dr. R. Kelth managing editor of  The Honsurable Henry D. 
Vancouver, John Wise of St. Thomas, Walter some as Cenad's "greatest Downey and Dr. Baldur R; "canadian. Forum" and a Hicks, Halifax, president 
Baker of Ottawa, Allan Lawrence of Bowman- "livingscho~r"inthaflotdof Stn aesson (joint award), member of the advisory and vice-chancellor of 
villa, Dan McKenzie of Winnipeg, John Crosbie English literature, is this Miss Mary Pack, a pioneer buardoftheCauadlanRadio- DulhousieUniverslty; Dr.P. 
of St. John's, Tom Cossitt of Brockville, Elmer year's recipient of the organizer of the Canadian Television and Telecom- D. McTaggart-Cown, 
prestigious Royal Bank Arthritis and Rheumatism munications Commlusien. Brscebridge, Ont., former 
MacKay  of Picteu, Will iam Jarv is  of Stratford, Award; The announcqment Society, and, in 1977, Dr. He has had considerable xecutive director of the 
Allan McKinnon of-Victoria, Robert Coates of was made today by The Tony Padden and Dr. influence ca the planninge Science Council of Canda; 
Nova Scotia, Sinclair Stevens of Toronto, for Honourable J. V. Clyns, GordenThamanwheshared and currlcula in English and Dr. H. Rocke Rohertson, 
starters. Vancouver, chairman of the the award for their devotion ca the teaching of English in Ottawa, former principal of 
And of course the old cabinet veterans, John award solectioo committee, to the provislan of medical elementary and secondary McGlil University, and J. 
• schools throughout,, the Allyn Taylor, London, Ont., Dr. Frye, who Writes and services in the remote areas 
Diefenbaker,  Alvin Hamilton and George Hees lectures at ihe University of of Newfoundland and United Status and Canada.. honorary chairman of The 
are  s t~ going strong.  . . . .  Toronto, becomes the Labrador. In particular, he is super- Canada Trust Company. 
~-.~: . - .~- . . - . -  .-.-.~.-~-.'.:e_~_.-'.-" .~/.. ' .g..".  ~_;. ' . ; . . . . . . . ._.  ".%~.:.5 '..~..~..':. a.~ .:~ .:.~. .~: .~:~.~:.:.,.,.....:,: :,..~..,.,.,.~.~., fourteenth Canadian to "Through these annual visory editor of a series of 
..,:fi~!:_.:.~: . : : : : :~'~ ~ ~..:f..~:$~?i'~$~:..'~:~:~:.:~. ;: :;f <!;  "" "~' receive, or sharo.~ in, the awards the Royal Bank has text books which appear Spirituality is NOT a corn. 
Labour council oon.ouoo, medal presented annually by recognition to deserving Imagination". death. Spirituality is the 
• TheRoyaiBankofCauadato Canadisns,"ealdMr.Clyne. Mambers of the Royal absolute affirmation of life 
henour men and women "Dr. Frye is a worthy Bank Award selection and total negation of death. 
b l a s t s  b i l l  "whose .outs tand ing  msmber of this enlect group eammlttee, tu addition to 
achievement is of such who, I like to think, Mr. Clyne, are .Mary When is a man actualiy sick? 
importance that it is con -~' represents' the many hun- Elizabeth Bayer, Winnipeg, He is sick only when his 
tribuling to human welfare drsds of Canadians who help assistant deputy minister mind is empty of belief and 
Spokesman Norm Smith of to remind people that in. and the common good." to make life more rewarding with the Manitoba govern- his life empty of promise. 
Kitimat-Terrace Labanr flation is still running at well Hewillbe presented with by their selfless con- merit; Dr. Roger Gaudry, 
Council called Bill C-28 a over eight percent." . the award urlag a dinner in tributions. The creation of . . . .  
regressive, apti-calan act in "Furthermore" Smith Toronto September 1Sheeted the love of literature in the ,  Letters 
a telegram to Skeenn MP declared, "C-28 is a pork. by W. Earle M~Laughlin, minds of young people can 
Ioea Campngnolo. Smith harrelblll. It in deslgned to cheirmanof the bank. makeavttsl contrthuUonto tti e "scov.ry 
also noted that the labour 'destroy the concept of Dr. Frye has been a their future lives.": 
cocaellhascommittedltself mmiority and rsplace it with teacher of English iRerature, Dr.Fryeina muck-songht ' W k os  or sh-p
to working for the defeat of a system based upon the at Victoria College in lectureroncumpusesarouad 
any election candidate wha bosses' preferences." Torentoforslmust40 years, theworld. He leaves hortly 
supporis this bill. "Organized labour is He is the author of. 16 books for a 2½ .month lecture tour 
"C-~8 is nothing more than committed to a free and hundreds of essays, of New Zealand. 
an extension of wage cos- collective bargaining in the articles and reviews, has Born in Sherbreoke, Que., 
trois in the public sector, public service. Any eros/en received honorary degrees he grewupin Moncton, N.B., Dear Sir-Madame: For further information 
Already federal government of this right is a challenge to from 27 universities and is and graduated from Victoria Studio 2880 of  the Corn, please contact Studio 2880- 
photographers have been every working Im'sbn and world-renowned in his field College, Toronto, in 1933. muaity Arts Complex will ha 2880-15th Ave., or call 562- 
offered no increasein wages any elected official wht as a leetureL . Three years later he com- holding twelve Discovery 4526. • 
in their latest contract SUp l~ • this erosion will "Theimpact that Dr. Frye ' pletsd theological studies Workshops, on various Very truly yours, 
negotiations. No one needs bear the cousequenvesl" has had on the study of and was ordained a United crafts, to celebrate the Kathryn Perranlt 
P n d l a n e -  " "  in the English-'Church minister. Dr. Frye Ca .  Cook. Bicentennial. Manager's Assistant 
• i speaking .world is ~amen- then undertook graduate They will run between June National douslyimpertant,"eaidMr. ,tndius at Oxford University 17~ulyi.9. 
, Clyns in introducing this before returning to Victoria l,:xpenencea rtists from noo.'~,. 
year's award recipient at a College as a lecture. Pr ince George and the ~'W_'_Y"' ~ -- - . .  .. • ,. ~_ ~st  week memeers ot me 
P a r e n t h (  o d  Week-' conference. "The 'A  former principal of .st~otm..t~_ . .a .  mu tin_ L.V, Rogcrs Theatre troupe 
cholca by the bank's, Victoria College, Dr. Frye .tm.tructtng .me w.or.mmopu took art in "Kermode p 
selection committee was now holds the titles of anuwea.rep!est~, tons.yea Theatre '78" ln Terracennd 
, As more adults delay or ou  II socia unanimous. It gives us great University Professor, at protesstonai potter trom mrougn . . . . . . .  me memum ot your 
forego parentin altogether, and cultural backgrounds, pleasure to recognize so University of Toronto, a~d Vancouver,Byron,,, ~,~,~,,~, -m,, Johnstad,od~anced paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  we woummxe w u,mux 
- - - "  . . . . . .  ; '~ " - '  "11' thepesr~eofTerraceandthe parmtsthe proportionis incressing°f adolesceatas u NationalthoodWeek, MayPlanned29th.juusParen- scholar."distlnguished a Canadian. College,Seni°r Fellow of Massey pottery worxsnop. ~ 
worksho m will be held in the organizers of the event, 
peromtsge of the.total live Srd 1978, has been The selection committee, He is also a Companion to ~,...~,. '~,'7~ ,llat,,, I have been at a number of. 
birth rate. These new proclaimed inorder to focus which acts completely in- the Order of Canada, and is o,u~u ,oo,, ~,~ ,,.,~. The workshop we will' be these conferences and I can 
popul,~tion trends seem public attention on this dependently of the Royal an honorary member of. offerin~ are as follows' say truthfully, that I have 
headed an a collision course, serienssoofalprohiem. The Bank, reviews candidates many learned societies in n~,.-~.,C.ro,, ' never been at a more relaxed 
'foreboding serious problems theme of the week promotco from all walks of life who Canada and the United . . . . . . . . .  J and pleasant conference Tapestry-Jane Kidd . . . . . . . . . .  for future generations, The the need for respomible have been proposed by States, Dr. Frye has been a Frame Loom--Monique wane wommg naruer man 
problem is that more hablus sexual attitudes and members of the genial memberof th~ RoyalSociety Wyse never ~etore, 
ofCansdasincal951, andhas Backetry-Monique Wyee Iwouldlike to give special 
,National PI d 
Parenthood Week 
are being born to those lease bebaviour, public. 
p repared  soc ia l l y ,  The Plannsd Parenthnod Previous winnsrs of the received its Lornc Pierce Stained Glass-Scott Taylor thankstothosewhebllloted 
mnotioaully or intellectually Assoctatian of B.C. is not ~ Royal Bank Award have Medal and Pierre Chauvcau Ikat Dyeing- Bobby Garnett us, to the organizers Of the 
tofunctlonasparmts. Many "passive" s~viea but one been the late neurosurgeon Medal for distinguished Advanced Pottery-Byron conference and very special 
of these disadvantaged, which activelylnvolves it elf Dr. Wilder Penfield, contributions to Canadian ~ Jolmstod , thanks to Mary.Ann Boyd, 
from-birth children will in ongoing educational engineer Dr. C. J. literature. Basic Pottery- -Lynda Stofan Cleslik, and Don 
likely become mentally and programs for parents, Mackenzie, His Eminence His major books include CornniHe ~ , Moiled who worked so very 
physically 111, with a adolescents and professional Paul.Emile Cardinal Lager, "Fearful Symmetry," a Pit Firing-Pare Wcodrow hard. 
potential for violence that is groups working with novelist Morley Calisghan, study of the English poet Qullllng-Marj Fowler Once again, thank you 
of serious concern. . adolescents as well as architect Arthur Erickson, William Blake, ' and Framing for Amateurs-- Terrace for a terrific week.,, 
Every community has a sponzoringlSmedicalclintos rehabilitation expert Dr. "Anatomy of Criticism," a C.W. Jones ., . Yours truly, 
stake in this. problem thronghtmt the Provisos of Gustsve Gingras, study ,,of the theory of Natural Dyeing--Marg Gus Boa, 
because t en pregnancy cuts British Columbia. educationQlist Dr. J. A. literary criticism. Holtby L.V. Rogers Theatre.. 
Fifth-week Girl's 
Minor Softball results 
May 22, 78 
MIDGET 
CanCel Ailstars-38 
Women's Team No. I-2, at Riverside Park 
May 23, 78 
SQUINTS 
BOWS Swingers-9 
Linda Juba 's  Hotshois-5, at Clarence Mi-cMel 
° PEE WEE 
New Quadra Travel-14 
Camperland-5, at Agar  Parl~ 
MIDGET 
M®~e Lodge-11 
Doc's Cartage-9, at Agar  Parl~ 
May 24, 78 
PEE WEE 
Northwest Spor~man-7 
Lakelse Pharmacy-0,  a t  Agar Park  
MIDGET AND JUVENILE  
R. King and  Sins-16 
CanCel All stars-14, at Cassie Hall 
May 25, 78 
SQUIRTS 
Vie Froege-9 
BoWs Swingers-0, at Clarence lVlichiel 
PEE  WEE 
Northwest Sportsman-12 
New Quadra Travel-11, at Agar  Parl~ 
MIDGET 
Doc's  Cartage-25 
Moose Lodge-13, at Agar  Park  
May 28, 78 
MIDGET (EXHIBIT ION GAME) 
Doc's  Cartage-~l 
Thornhill-9 
Mter  5 weeks of p~y,  these are the standings: 
In_the Squirts Division: 
1) Vic Froese- 4 wins, 2 losses, I t ie 9 pts. 
2) L inda Juba 's  Hotshots- 3wins, 2 losses, 1t ie •7 
pts. 
3) Bob's  Swingers- 2wins, 5 losses 4 pts. 
In  the Pee Wee Divis ion:.  
1) Northwest Sportsman-6 wins, I loss, 1 tie 13 
pts. 
2) New Quadra Travel-  5 wins, ~. losses 10 pts. 
3) Ca mporland- 2wins, 510sacs, 1 t ie '  5 pts. 
4) Lakelse Pharmacy-  1win, 6 losses 2 points 
In  the Midget Division: 
1) Mogse Lodge:  6 wins, 3 losses, 1 tie 13 pts. 
2) Doc 's  Cartage- 3wins, 6losses, I t ie 7 pts.- 
There are  4 weeks ld t  in league.play. On J tme 
10th and Uth,  the Terrace Girls will be holding a 
invitational tournament  here in Terrace.  
Squirts:  6 to 10 years  old 
Pea  Wee- 11 to 13 years old 
Midget- 14 to 16 years  o ld  
Juvenile- 17 to 19 years old 
They hope to have teams from IQthnat, Kit- 
wanga, Hazelton, Houston, Nass Camp and 
Stewart. 
Enter ta inment  . 
Thor spills over from comics 
By DAVID FARRELL 
With close to $1 million be- 
hind the project, RCA 
Records in Canada and a 
number of concerns in the 
United States are preparing 
to unleash what they hope 
will be rock's next sensatien. 
• The object of their interest 
is John Mikl, a 24-year-old 
BATTLES DEMONS recent drop in atte~dsnce at been rehearsing for 
Kiss oonc~ris, the comic- monthsin a warehonse eluse 
book aspect of rock has been to the lakeshore in TotonWa 
at a loss for a figure to rally west end, with. 
around. Several U.S. acts, choreography, special el- 
including Meat Loaf and fects and all the trimmings, 
Cheap Trick, have tried Behind it all are two 
unsuccessfully tocapture the Scottish producers, who 
'market. moved to Canada several 
Behind the window- years ago and opened their 
MK Bay report 
The tide/this morning at 
MK Bay is high at 9:45 a.m. 
with 12 ft 3 inches. Low tide 
is at 4:20 p,m. with 5.6 ft. 
Douglas Channel fishing 
was good yesterday but only 
a few boats went out. I can 
only report on the few seen 
enmlig in. 
There seems to be a good 
number of small Springs in 
the Sue Channel and I 
watched a boat catch a 
Spring in front of the marina. 
Another good. spot 
yesterday was the far. end of 
Ceste Island. Most ba~ys are 
producing crabs in .good size 
and number. / .  
4-Wheel  el'imb: 
Kermoda Four Wheelers' 
willbe holding ahill climb at 
Sand Flats near Copper 
Paver on Sunday, June 4. 
Registration ists noon and 
,races start at I p.m. 
There will be classes of 
. four, six and eight cylinder 
vehicles. Judging from the 
turnout at the last meet 
organizers are expecting a 
good number of entrants to 
participate, C'men out. 
Canadiens to 
Quebecois? 
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Vancouver res ident,  
hereafter to be known as 
Thor. / 
Described as "an intense 
young man whose life study 
is self-discipline and 
determinat ion . "  th~ 
bleached:blonde" weightlffter 
will shortly be unveiled in 
the northeastern U.S. in a 
series of concerts where the 
$1 admission is designed to 
bring Thor to his public. 
"Thor takes Kiss one step 
farther," said Harry Spero, 
director of operations for 
Midsong Records, which is 
handling his U.S. album 
releases.. 
A muscular figure, Thor 
looks as ff he would he more 
at home in a wrestling ring 
than on a rock stage. In his 
show, he performs such feats 
as twisting mike stands into 
pretzels and.fighting his way 
out from under a pile of 
stacked bricks. 
The show has a plot of 
sorts, with Thor fighting 
animated liser light demons 
with his own laser.powered 
hammer, a_nd .shi_eld...T0 
achieve the effects, two 
lasers are used, one kryten 
and. one argon. Together, 
they use enough power to 
light up an average three- 
bedroom home. 
Fibre optic cables connect 
Thor's hammer and helmet 
to lasers, allowing for 
maximum mobility on the 
flve41~red St~sd.'. '~:,., .
If it all sounds contrive, 
it's meant to he. With a 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- 
Percussionist Bill Summers 
can drum up black and blues 
rhythms that make an 
audience jump to its feet. 
But he says he's no showman 
and a school, not a stage, is 
his dream. 
"I don't Consider myself 
an' entertainer,'! said 
• Summers, leader ~ of the 
versatile band, Summers 
Heat, which has two well- 
Rockie mountain 
hanggliders 
"Copper Mountain is one 
of the best hanggliding sites 
in British Columbia," says 
vice-president of the B•C• 
Hanggliding Association 
Thorn Brash. Thorn is one of 
Terrace's local hanggllding 
pilots who has taken the 
sport to the provincial and 
national level.. 
During the up-coming 
summer menths hangghdars 
will be hblding a flight school 
where pilots may be cor- 
tiffed end instructed on safe 
flying practises and .glider 
education. 
The local club, Skeena 
Hanggliders, will be in- 
volved in the 4th Annual B.C. 
office in the RCA building. Jean.Noel Lavote, Liberal association meeting' of 
dressing is a four-piece band Like Thor, Will Morrtson house leader, said that even directors back, in March of 
consisting of two blazing mid Ian Guenther are tin- lead guitars, a pugilistic ,.mu,, , .  ton, o~..,.t ,~,. after the premised this YS~ Wh~re the group 
• ,.,..,~ . . . . . . . . .  referendum on in. put forth projects .for thin 
drummer and a bassist who . .^ ,~, . ,  . . . .  , u , ,  ,¢ it . . . . .  ,,,~.~.~.~ ~__ ,,o ~ ,,, , ,~, ,,, v . . . . . . . . .  dependence, six million year. "the main thrust of'the 
. . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  - .... ,~,, , t ,  . . . .  m,*l,, to he Quebecere may still want to iheettngs put safety and 
yard line. Their first album..'.,~,'~,~"~,~,~," ~ . '~ .  *n level ratings up front." By 
showing al~qs of becoming ,- ~ d e  "to"-~ll"~'e-w-oi'l"d ' he called Canadians. . . . . . .  
a hit on its own. they knew it would happen 
The band dnd Thor have all along. 
Summers Heat beat for School 
By ANGELA NOEL received albums out and groupin 1976, the 29-year-cld 
another on the way." . Detroit native struck'out on, 
"My ambition'is to build a his own and formed Sum- 
"school. *Right now this mers Heat. Their music is a 
(entertaining) is just a r~thnde putpourriblending 
means to an end." end showcasting American 
Summers, who first hit the blach," Latin and African. 
big time with Herbie Hun- music. 
cock's Headhunters .group, Percussion isat the centre 
envisions a multi-ethnic 
institute of the arts. The 
school would help fill the gap 
in a esuntr~ that appre- 
ciatee, and often exploite 
black music, but doesn't 
properly invest in training 
the artists, he.said.. 
TRAINING NEEDED 
"It doesn't really have 
anything to do with races or 
~m% or anything," 
said'in an in- 
terview. "It's just'obvious to 
me that as strong as black 
music is in America, there 
should be institutions that 
are geared toward training 
people for that kind of music. 
" I f  you can,learn to be a 
concert pianist, why can't 
you be a, rl~t. hm and blues 
of their sound, 'skilfully 
woven by Summers with a 
collection of instruments 
gathered from around the • 
world. 
STUDIES WITH AFRICANS 
He has studied with 
African drummers to learn 
different drumming rhythms 
and the specific cultural 
contexts in which they ere 
used. 
"~eople still think that this 
is just some eats out With 
some drums and beating it," 
said, "But in African music 
everything has a specific 
order. There's nothing 
random in it." 
Before he quit high school 
in his eenlor year, Smnmers 
had , become' an ac- 
Stars in flicks get 
professional pics 
"It's better to have people- pianist and have just • as complished musician, 
say, 'Gee, doesn't Lauren "much pretige and  playing flute, saxophone, 
Bacall look greatl', not sophistication about it?" piano, drums and other in. 
'What a .beautiful dress en " After leaving Hancock's struments. 
By BOB THOMAS in the developing and 
HOLLYWOOD (AP)-- Lo- printing of his pictures and 
retta Young parks her Rolls avolds fads, 
, Royce in front of Johh Eng- "I want to be able to use 
• stead's West Hollywood my photographs for a long 
gallery and carries in 15 Ume," he said. "I urge the 
changes of clothes. Clint women to avoid elaborate 
Eastwoodarrivusinapiekup dresses and hair styles. 
track, wearing jeans and a Simplest is best. Weil- 
T-shirt. dressed women realize that. 
.~ . . . . . . . . ,~ ,  % - .  ?._% . , . .  .._%* 
.~:~;---:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;~.~:.:;:~:~:~:~?.~:.~;.;:;~;~';.;~:~;..:.:;:~-;:..;--. . .-..:....:;.;.i ei .~ 1 
,APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR 
SEPTEMBER 
/'JU~/E 30th* (FULL- TIM.E) 
JULY  31st* (PA,RT-TIME) 
ADMISSION WILL BE CONSIDERED 
• FROM: 
I.SECONDARY SCHOOL S'I'UDENTS 
..SECONDARY SCHOOL GRADUATES 
..COLLEGE/UNIVERSiTY TRANSFERS 
..MATURE STUDENTS (At least 21 y'cars of age) 
. "FOR MORE INFORMATION . , 
eLEASE CONTACT- 
Admission Services, 
Univers~ty ofVieloria 
P.O, Box 17OO, Victoria, B.C• vgw 2Y2 
Phone: 477.6911, Local 4449, 4845 
* (Education Prql'essional' Year. Child Car,,, N.ursitlg 
and Social Work deddline wa.~ March 31.) 
¢ 
For 50 years, the famous 
faces of Hollywood have 
been entrusted to the 
exacting talent of  John 
Engstead. From Mariene 
Dietrich to Chef, he has 
never failed to make them 
look good. 
Egstead, a tall, quiet- 
spoken Los Angeles native, 
has dealt with most of the 
glamorous figures of the fthn 
world but is unaccustomed to 
the spotlight himself. He 
even dislikes having his own 
photograph taken. 
But he's getting attention 
now because of a new book, 
Star Shots, which includes 
3"/0 of his famous portraits.. 
The so.called Engstead 
touch shines through in all 
his photographs. How does 
he achieve it? 
"I try to find the best ang- 
les," he said in an interview. 
"Then I use 'the light that 
best Suits the person. A star 
like Chef looks great in  
natural light. Others may 
require spotlights, otherl 
need strobes. 
"The main feature is the 
eyes, I tell my subjects 'I 
photograph your mind as 
well as your face, You can't 
have those .blank,. faraway 
locks,' The great hing about 
pictures of Garbo, whom I 
never photographed, is that 
you can see her mind is 
always wo~'king," 
AVOIDS FADS 
'Engstoad also takes care 
Lanren Bacall'." 
Engsteed started work at 
Paramount studios in 1926 
and eventually was assigned 
to set up portraits for the 
Paramount stars. He did 
everything except work the 
camera. When still 
photographers Joined a 1933 
studio strike, Engstead was 
assigned to take the pictures.. 
He experimented with a 
young Paramount actor, 
Cary Grant. , 
He returned, to managing 
the sittings until he was 
dismissed in'a 1941 studio 
shakeup; 
Fortunately, the J. Walter 
I~ompson agency ' needed 
someone to photograph stars 
in Lux sgap ads. Thus,' his 
career began and he con- 
~tnues to this day in making 
portraits of selected clients. 
ANIMAL GROUP 
r NAMED 
A collective of seals is 
known as a rookeryof 
seals• 
DID YOU KNOW? 
In 1975, there were 14 
million sheep, nine 
million hogs and s ix  
million head of cattle in 
Romania• 
Open Flight. Competition to 
he,held at Copper'Mountain 
June 17 and 18. Tbem 
estimates this to be the 
largest contigent of pilots to 
compete in B.C. this year. 
As in the past the pilots 
will be required to abide by 
B.C. sanctioned rules and 
regulations. In having the 
meet sanctioned it is seen as 
a stepping-stone to the 
national meet, held at a liter 
date. 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  Men.  There are about 270 
trsal" Canadiens of thl registered pilots in the B.C. 
association all. having 
Natlenul Hockey League wK liability insurance. Flying in, 
ha able to keep their name 
evm after Quebec becomes the 'wilds' of the Rooki~ 
independent, Sport Mliiotez demands not only safety but 
Claude Charron said skill as well. 
Tuesday. Thorn feels the piiots 
'q will be prepared to ask especially like to fly B.C. 
that the name remains the because of the challenge. 
same~" Charren said in re. "California is where the 
sponse to good-nature( sport was born but the 
ribbing after the national C, anadina flying areas seem 
assembly adapted a motion to be more popular," be 
congratu la t ing  the comments. 
Causdiens on their Stanley Dave Toop is the resident 
COp victory, instructor to Terrace end 
Allparties joined in unanl- has the most flying hours, 
moosly adopting the motion according to Them. "He's an 
excellent teacher and pilot." lXOposod by Maurlce Belle- 
inare, Unlen Nationale house Gliders 8re an investment, 
leader, if $1,200 is considered a large 
"Evenffthey'recalledrthe out-liy for sporting equip- 
Canadiens?" called out a ment. That's .what a godd 
voice from the opposition glider is worth, says Them. 
side, as Parti Quebecois "Mootofthagoodglldersere' 
members joined in ap- madeintheU,S.,withonlya 
plauding Be l lemare ' t  few Canadian maunfae- 
motion, turers," he explains. 
"Certaialy,"saidCharron. Thom attended a B.C. 
rating each pilot they are 
able to progress at a safe 
rate while grasping the 
fundamentals" of flight, 
accordin~ to Thorn. 
There are about l0 local 
pilots on the register with 10 
more enthusiasts "':'. 
progressing toward com. 
petition. The summer morse:; 
for flyers will probably be., 
held in the Okanagan, saiiJ~ 
Thom, and will let even mur~' 
local pilots participate in-' 
henggliding. ~>:. 
,ASPIIALT 
,ORIVEWUS 
• ,PARKING 
LOTS 
,FREE 
ESTIMATES 
NORTHWEST 
BLACKTOP 
GUS BARALDI 
632-2931 
Box 36 Kitimat 
0 n 
"G"E. N. E,RAL 
FURNITURE 
ST,O.R, ES  : 
0PENING SOON 
Train Load of Furniture and Home 
t 
Entertainment Values 
Coming, Your Way. 
4717 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-4696 
4" " t "~t  V .  " 
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~par ing  for the face-off these mighty .players. are m-~(~ b_eat Ltgion 250 playing tn Bantam division. The! 
'volved in a Tykes division game. Tna ~narus best me ........ score wa~ ~ mo. 
FirefiEhters 1304 by a score of 6 to 5. In o~er action O.K. 
Cahill justifies Nettles trade to Cats. ] 
t 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Leo "Harris is pivehd in our 10O per cent of what he had. of seasons for his inability to 
Cuhiil says that, at 49, he is offensive planning so we felt "But at 29, after some of produce the big play "that 
less inclined than he was a justified in paying a high the injuries he'd had, he was" wins key games. 
docadeago t put up with the price," CahiH said. a guy we could get along But he is going into the 
'bizzare personalities heused WORKS ON PASSING without, in spite of what the season with new-found 
to seek for his Toronto "We're letting (offensive sil.star and Scheuley voters confidence under the 
Argonnutslineup. coach) Bud Riley put thought." reformed offe~e initiated 
The Canadian Football together a pass attack like - -  by new coach Tom Di- 
League coach, however, the one he had in winnipeg ST. CATHARINgS, Ont. mitroff. 
won't says if there was and it's built around top (CP) - -  Jimmy Jones is on The 28.year-old quar- 
something personal behind inside receivers-- Harris the hotseat as Hamilton terback, whojninedTicatsat 
his decision to get rid of and Peter Muller." Tiger-cuts open their pre- the start of the 1976 season 
unorthodox linebacker Ray "During my 'coaching season training camp this after four years with Mm- 
Nettles. career, l've tolerated all- week in a bid to regain treal Alouettes, figure~ 
Nettles, who came to time all-star oddballs, respectability. Dimitroff's playbook will 
Toronto from B~itish Without exception I've put The Tieats, once a power enable him to combine his 
Columbia Lions last year, up with them until the tlme in the Canadian Football running abilities with e 
was captain of Argos tough came when we could ira- League, haven't really been passing ame. 
defeace last season and was prove ourselves by making a eontondcr since their last - Hewas an effective runner 
'middle linebacker on the changes. Grey CUp victory in 1972, with the Als but under the in- 
eastern all.stars. Plus, he "That's the case with althaughthay'vemanagedto fluenee of general manager 
was the Toronto nominee in Nettles. There was nothing slip into the playoffs most Bob Shaw, who coached the 
preliminary voting to pick about him I couldn't stand, years, and all of 1977, Jones was the CFL's outstanding There was a lot I admired. Jones has come under fire 'Ticats through much of 1976 
player. When he hit the field, he gave by fans over the last couple discouraged from running. 
Toronto gave up all that 
when they shipped Nettles to / B a s e b a l l  Hamilton Tiger-Cats as com- 
pousatlon for receiver Mike 
X- I~r r i~ ,  
\ 
-National. League 
By THE ASSOCIATED 1977 was eight games and 
that one also ended in PRESS 
During the last two 
seasons San Francisco right- 
,hander Ed Halicki has been 
making Houston Astros 
hatters miserable. 
Halicld, who compiled an 
0.63 earned.run average in.  
his last 43 innii~s in the 
Astrodome since September, 
1978, scattered seven hits 
and drove in a pair of runs 
with his first hit of the season 
to help the Giants beat 
Houston 8-1 Monday night. 
"Every time I have faced 
the ~trou here over the past 
couple of seasons, I've had 
good stuff," said Heiicki, 2-0 
In other National League 
, baseball action, Montreal 
Expm boat Chicago Cubs 4-2, 
Cincinnati Reds defeated 
Atlanta Braves 7-5, Los 
Angeles Dodgers beat San 
Diego Padres .9-6, 
Philadelphia Phlllies edged 
Pittsburgh Pirates 4-3 in 14 
innings and New York Mets 
heat St. Louis in the opener 
of a doubleheader before the 
Cardinals took the ~ nightcap 
6-2 in 10 innings. 
At ouston, Bill Madlock 
jumped on the third pitch of 
the game, delivered by 
losing pitcher Floyd Ban- 
nester, 1-3, for his fifth home 
run of the season to stake 
San Francisco to a 1-0 lead. 
The Giants, who have won 
14 of their last 17 games, 
.added a pair of fourth inning 
runs on singles by Willie 
McCovey and Mike Ivie, a 
walk to Mike Sadck and 
Halicki's two-run single to 
contre. 
The loss, Houston's fourth 
straight against San 
Francisco this season, 
dropped the Astros five 
games under .500 and 9Vz 
games behind the West 
Division leading Giants. 
Expos 4 Cubs 2 
Rces Grimsiey pitched a 
four.hitter and became the 
NL's first eight-game winner 
as Montreal came from 
behind with three runs in the 
sixth inning and onded the 
Cubs' eight-game winning 
streak. 
Ironically, the Cubs' 
longest winning streak of 
Montreal" 
Reds 7 Braves 5 
Mike Lun's tie-breaking 
three-run homer capped a 
four.run eighth-inning rally 
by the Reds, who tied the 
game 4.4 on Dave Con- 
cepolaon's s~gle following a 
walk to Pete Rose and double 
by Ken Grlffey. Cincinnati's 
other three runs came in the 
fifth inning on George 
Foster's eighth homer 
following a walk to Griffey 
and a single by Concepcion, 
the Reds' first hit of the 
game off Atlanta s tar~ 
Mickey Mahler. 
Dodgers 9 Padres 6 
Bill Russell doubled and 
singled twice and Lee Lacy 
homered to lead a 10-hit Los 
Angeles attack while 
Tommy John earned his 
seventh victory in nine 
decisions with relief help 
from 'ferry Foreter. San 
Diego took a 2-0 lead in the 
fourth on a two-run homer by 
Gene Tenace, but the 
Dodgers jumped on Gaylord 
Perry for three, runs in the 
bottom of the ,fourth. 
Phlls .4 Pirates 3 
Riches Hehner's bases- 
leaded single with two out in 
the 14th inning scared Bud 
Hurrelson .with the winning 
run. Harrelsen opened the 
14th against uewly-acquired 
reliever Dave Hamilton with 
walk, Bake McBride 
sacrificed and Larry Bows 
grounded out. 
Mete 7-2 Cards 2-6 
Jerry Morales 's  tie- 
breaking two.run double in  
the 10th inning paced the 
Cardinals' victory in the 
nightcap, ending afive.game 
losing stroak./twas only the 
second victory for the 
Cardinals in their last 18 
games and the first time in 
12 games they scored more 
than tworuna. The Mete won 
the opener with Pat Zachry 
pitching a three.hitter and 
hitting a single to start a 
five-run fifth inning, which 
included two-run homers by 
Bruce Bolselair. and Willie 
Montonez. 
American Lea 
by THE ASSOCIATED only a first.inning sing e y 
Jim Norris and retired the I PRESS - Andy Meascrsmith 
could have taken the money 
andrun. Instead he took .the 
long road hack, and on 
Monday night he arr ived. .  
In his first regular-scason 
pitching appearance, since 
last July 3 when he suffered 
an elbow Injury that 
required surgery,' and his 
first appearance of any kind 
since March 16 when he 
suffered a separated 
shoulder in an exhibition 
game, Menseremith made 
beltevem out of a lot of 
people- including himself. 
The New York Yankees' 
right-hander pitched five 
innings of one.hit hall in the 
Yanks' 2-0 victory in 
Cleveland. 
In other ,~er lcan League 
heshall games, Boston Red 
Sex beat Toronto Blue,Jays 
5-4, Baltimore Oricles 
defeated Detroit Tigers 6-3, 
Chicago White sex beat 
,California Angels 7-0, 
Oakland A's defeated 
Milwaukee Brewers 6-2, 
Kansas City Royal, beat 
Seattle Mariners 8-2 and, in a 
twi-night doubleheader, 
Texas Rangers beat Min. 
ncasta 7-1 before the Twins 
came back for a 7-2 victory. 
Messarsmith, who cams 
more than 1300,000 a year, 
played for Atlanta when he 
suffered his elbow injury last 
season, a mediocre scassnin. 
which he finished in ,5-4. 
He became a free agent 
and whoa-the Yanks bought 
his contract, a lot of 
eyebrows shot up. New 
York, after all, elroady had a 
lot of golden arms like 
Catfish Hunter, Mike Torrez 
and Don Gullatt. And whm 
Meeaersmlth was hurt again 
in a spill at first base in 
spring training, the cynics 
said it wan wasted money. 
Hunter and Gullett areien 
the disabled list and Torrez 
is in Boston, where he raised 
,his record to 7-2 Monday. 
And Musscrsmith now can 
raise his head again ~hon he 
goes to cash his cheques at 
the hank. 
He struck out three bat- 
ters, walked one, yielded 
last eight indians he faced 
through the five innings he 
worked. The only reason he 
didn't get a victory is that 
Rick Waits blanked the 
Yanks in that stretch. 
Rawly Eastwick was ev~ 
better than Messersmith 
over the final four innings. 
He set down all 12 Cleveland 
.batters, four of them on 
'strikeouts. He got the vic- 
tory when Graig Nettles 
followed Lou Piniel la's 
, sevonth.ianing single with 
his 'l lth J~ome rtu~ of the 
season. 
Red Sox 5 Blue Jays 4 
Dwight Evans hit a game- 
winning homer in the eigmth 
to keep the Red Sex two 
games ahead of the Yanks in 
the East Division. 
Orioles 6 Tigers 3 
Carlos Lopez started the 
slugging for Baltimore with 
• a first.inning homer, then 
Lee May hit a three-run 
homer in the third inning and 
a solo shot in the fifth. 
" White Sex ? Angels 0 
Thad Bosiey, acquired by 
Chicago from the Angels last 
winter and called up from 
the minors only last 
weekend, hit his first major 
league homer and also 
• doubled and singled to drive 
in four runs in support of 
Pablo Torrealba's four. 
hitter for the White Sex. 
• .A's 6 Brewers 2 
Pete Broberg's ix-hitter 
and Jeff Newman's homer 
enabled Oakland 'to beat 
Milwaukee and regain a one- 
game lead over the Angels in 
the West, ~ 
Rangers 7-2 Twins 1-7 
Dock Ellis and Roger 
Moret checked Minnesota on 
three hits in the first game 
and AI Oliver drove in four 
runs with a pair of sacrifice 
files, a homer and a single 
for Texas, In the second 
game, the'Twins settled 
matters with a four-run first, 
two of them scoring on Jose 
Morales's double, 
N.Z. Walker not tO Results  on par  
be at Edmonton  . 
AUCKLAND (Router) 
New Zealand middle~ 
distance star John' Walker, 
recovering from a leg 
operation" 13 days• ago, 
believes that only a miracle 
will nnable him to compete in
the Commonwealth Games 
in Edmonton in August. 
Walker, the Olympic 1,500 
metres champion, un- 
derwent an operation to 
relieve cramp in his right leg . 
and had more than 100 
stitches inserted around a 
calf muscle, He now is 
walking for only 40 minutes a
day. 
"The Commonwealth 
Games are now really the 
Results of the N.W. Zone High School Golf Championship 
fuithest thing from my held in Prince Rupert Friday and Saturday May 29th :~nd 
mind," Walker said today. .  27th. 
"It would need a miracle for 
me to be ready in time for 
Edmonton. 
. " I ' ve  set June 10 as 
something of a deadline to 
start jogging again, but that 
would leave me with only 
nine'weeks to the Games. 
Normally, I would spend 10 
weeks on a build-up alone." 
Walker said doctors had 
discovered that the sheath 
surrounding the right calf 
muscle was three times the 
normal thickness and this 
had caused cramping of the 
muscle after about 30 
mlnutes of running. 
~;~:~.:::~:~:~;:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;~;:;:;:~:~:.:.:~:~:~::;~:~;~:.:~.~.:~:~ 
%*.%*.'.%*.%'," ".*;%?;'~,?***:?'.'.'.*.'**,*;%*; .'.'.' *.'.'.***.%%%**'.'*'.%%*- L%* ~;%'.%%?.%*." 
Guy Lefleur Jr. 
wets Stanley Cup 
the Caandtens for the 21st 
time last week. He took it 
home to Thurso, Q~e. 
"I did it to take back to 
show the people in Tharse," 
he admitted with a grin. "I 
had it all weekend. 
• "The only had thing that 
happened to it was my son 
sprayed the garden hose into 
R...but it could have been 
worse." 
Neither NI~ nor Montreal 
c lub .  officials shared 
Lafleur's • amusement and 
dismissed the incident 
without comment: ,. 
I11 
VISITS WORCU CUP 
BUENOS A IRES,  
Argentina (AP)  - -  Sir 
Stanley Rous, former 
chairman of the Inter- 
national Federation of 
Footbal l  Associations, 
• arrived here Sunday to at- 
tend the 1978 World Cup 
soccer todrnnment, ached- 
tried to begin next Thursday. 
Sir Stanley now is honorary 
president of the federation. 
Skeena "b" Teem (855) 
Medalist for the 36 hole championship was Bryan Kaardel 
(P.R.S.S.)  73 and 78-151, 
Second-John Sutherland (P.R.S.S.) 76 +77-153 
Third - -  Rob Martin (P.R,S.S,) 78+76-154 
Coach Ken Floyd of R.R,S.S. will be taking his winning te~ m 
to Victoria for the Provincial High School Finals which will 
he played at the Gorge Vale Golf Club on June 5th and 6th. 
REMINDER: Skenna Valley Junior Golf Invitational on 
Saturday and Sunday June 3rd and 4th. Entry deadline May 
50th Entry fee $5.0O 
I I | ! 
MONTREAL, (CE) - Right 
winger Guy Lafleur of 
Montreal Caondieas has won 
his share of honors from the 
National Hockey League thik 
season and likely will win 
more when the ballots are 
counted for ether awards yet 
to be handed out. 
But Laflanr got more than 
his share of the league's top 
prize - the Stanley Cup - last 
weekend, a trophy won by" 
Champions -~ Prince Rupert Sr. Secondary. (616)-winners 
of theDog'n'Suds trophy P.R.S.S. also won the trophy in ~ ~77. 
Runners up -- Kitimat (666) 
Smitbers 3rd (7t2) 
Booth Jr. See, 4th (713) 
Skcoea "A" team (721) 
L ightwe ight  
le f t  hook  
OTTAWA (QP) --  If 
Gaetan Hart of Buckingham, 
~ue., does not get cut by Leo 
Marsh's devastating left 
hook or hard overhand right 
Thursday night, he likely 
will retain his Canadian 
lightweight boxing crown, 
says manager Jean Belleau. 
Marsh,-~5, a slngg~' from 
Toronto, has four Imockouts 
in his young professional 
career and is ranked sevonth 
in Canada. 
Hart, 24, has had 45 pro 
fights with 32 victories. He 
has been knocked out eight 
tlmss in losing 13 bouts. 
Marsh lost a 10-ronndsr WHEN A 
cartier this year to Nicky FOREST 
Ferlano of" Toronto, 
eurrontly ranked fifth. BURNS 
Marsh. 
Hart expects to weigh in at 
about 133' pounds while 
Marsh will likely fight at tile 
maximum weight for 
lightweights of 135 pounds. 
It will be Hart's first title 
defonce and he will be trying 
to break a string of one-fight 
champions. 
Hart won the lightwdght 
crown in April by defeating 
Cleveland Denny, freshly- 
crowned after beating 
feilowMontrealer Jean 
• Lavointe. 
Sports 
Shorts 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
FOOTBALL 
CFL 
British Columbts tons re- 
lease iinebackers Phil 
Rsheris and Pat Riclmrdson 
and ofleusive tackleGary 
Evann. 
NFL 
Kansas City Chleb sign 
defensive end Sylvaster 
Hicks to a series of five one- 
year contracts; sign cor- 
uerback Picky Odom to a 
one.yonr contract. 
Golfers top bucks 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
Tom Watson, leading money- 
winner on the .professional 
golf tour, lmshed his ear- 
sings for the .year over 
$200,000 when he tied for 
second ;q the Atlanta golf 
tournament, 
Figur~ released by the 
Pro fess iona l  Gol fers 
AssOciation Tuesday show 
Watson's 1978 total reached 
~,U I~ more than $21,000 
f 
"But he cut Ferlano,badLy VC~HE) 
in that feht and had it goner, ~ M . 
12 ronnds', he had a ehance to ~UI=~ UP 
will," Bellenu sa id . .  ' SMOKE 
Hart won't be outfought or 
knocked out but might be PROTECT 
cut, he said. "He cuts easy C~d'~S 
and fighting with a cut takes 
b. lot cut of a boxer." FORESTS 
Hart was originally 
scheduled to fight Danny It's cricket 
Stokes of Toronto, ranked 10, - 
but Belleau said he retired LONDON (CP) --Results 
after taking a beating f~om of English County cricket 
matches which ended 
.Tuesday: 
At Taunton: Somerset beat 
Glouces|erehire by 10 
wickets. Somerset 387 for" 
five innings clusedand 14 for 
,no wicket; Glouessterehire 
150 and 248. Scmerset .2O 
pth~t, s  Gloueestershirq 
At 'yrent  Bridge: Not- 
tighamshire b at Derbyshire 
by eight wickets. Not- 
tlnghamshire S29 for six 
innings' closed and 145 for 
two; Derbyshire 129 all out 
and 335. Nottinghamshire 20 
points,'Derbyshire two. 
At Swnnsea: Match 
drawn. Glamorgnn 507 for 
Rose 30.00 and five innings closed and 270 
for seven declared; Hemp- 
remember ing  . shire 8oo for nine doe,areal 
and 166 for five. Glamorgan 
ATLANTA (AP) '-- Third. eight points, Hampshire six. 
baseman Pete Rose of At TheOvah Surrey beat 
Cincinnati Reds received a Essex by eight wickets. 
day in his honor last Essex 222,nnd 214; Surrey 
weekend, but he always will 290 for six lnningsclused and 
remember the 12 year-old 147 for two. Surrey 19 points, 
boy he honored aday earlier. Essex four. 
At Lord's: Match drawn. 
Lance Rose was 12 years Middlesex 351 for eight 
old when he dim of declared and 140 for six 
leukemia. The doctors aid doclsred; Sussex 230 for 
the boy'swill to live kept him eight innings closed and 184 
alive two years longer than for six. Middlesex sevm 
he may, have hoped. . 
A t  the Clairemont Little 
League pork in San Diego 
Soturday, his friends 
dedicated an electronic 
scoreboard in memory o f '  
Lance Rose. 
Pete Rose was thee. A 
day inter, he was honored by 
the San Diego Padrss for 
getting his 3,000th career hit, 
"it 's wonderful 'to.know 
someone loved me 3,000 
miles awoy," said Rose, who 
met the boy last summer at 
San Diego Stadium. 
He gave the boy a picture 
of himself which he signed 
Uncle Pete. He ais0 signed 
himself Uncle Pete in the two 
letters he wrote to the boy. 
They were not related. 
"I Just wish I'd been lucky 
enough to be the kid's un- 
cle," Rose said.  
HIS disease was diag,osed 
19 months before he died. He 
played ball last year and was 
to have played again this 
year. 
ahead of second.place Jack 
Nicklaus, who has won 
$182,324. Gary Player is 
at $157,063, followed by 
Hubert Green with $147,493 
and Lee Trevino at $153,838. 
Bill Kratzert is sixth with 
$110,300, followed by Hale 
Irwin with $105,523; Lm 
Hinkle, $105,199; Fuzzy 
Zodlor, $97,710; and Bill 
Rogers with M,W4. 
Bdtish Columbia Buildings Corporalion 
Invitation To Tender 
ProJeot No. 037r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
No|lhern Interior Publlo'Hellth Unit (Pflnee George);. ~1 ~' ,
SEALED TENDEAS are invited for the above described 
project comprising the conetructicn o1 a regional health 
centre of approximately 40,000 square feet to accommo- 
date the health,requirements of the northern interior reg- 
ion, to be located in Prince George, British Columbia. 
I;E[4DERSi WILL BE received by the manager, Project 
Administration, Development Group, British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, c/o Regional Director, British Col- 
umbia Buildings Corporation at 2275 Qulnn Street, Prince 
George• The Tender opening will be at the above place at 
2:30 p.m, on Wednesday, June 21, 1978. 
Properly' completed and signed tenders on the Official 
Tender' with the' required Bid Bond enclosed in the Offi- 
cial Tender Envelope must be forwarded to or handed in 
at the office of the regional director at 2275 Gulnn Street, 
Prince George, Telex 047-8898, The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be accepted. 
Tender Documents for general contractqra only may be 
cbteined on May 26; 1978 from the office of the architect, 
Mr. Allan Greenwell, Suite 902-299 Victoria Street, Prince 
George, upon receipt of a refundal~le deposit of $50'.00 
payable to British Columbia Buildings Corporation. Ex- 
cept in the case of the successful contractor, deposits will 
be refunded upon satisfactory return of tender docu- 
ments within cne month of tender closing date• 
Tender documents may be viewed at: . 
'Amalgamated Construction Association of B.C•, 2675 Oak 
St. Vancouver 
Nor{hem British Columb e Construction Assn., 3851 18th 
Ave,, Prince George 
Terra0e-Kitlmat Construction Association, 4931 Kelth 
Ave,, Terrace 
Southern Interior Construction Association. 710 Laval 
Crss., Kamloopa 
Construction/~moclation f Victoria, 1075 Alston St•; Vic- 
toria 
Plan Viewing Centre, 8785 Myrtle Street, Bumeby. 
Bid Depoeltorles for eub-tradee will close on Fdday, dune 
16,1978 at the above Construction Aseoclatlon offices. 
Information regarding the bonding of general contraotom 
is contained in the Instructions to bidders, Geflerel In- 
qulden shall be directed to the orohiteet or lethe Project 
AdmlnlMmtlun office in Victoria at 387-1309. 
points, Sussex five. ~ , . , ,,~. 
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. We re 
BOYDS BODY SHOP. 635.9410 " 
. I L Is ted  . , . ,  .x..-.o :.,,,.,, ii .l 
r~ I Free' .  for oNE month courtesy of  THE iilil ' 
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PERS0 NAL 
THE HERALD, Wednesday, May 31, 1978, PAGE I ": 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to  
set rates therefore and to 
determlno page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
The Mount Elizabeth 
Parents' Commiflea will be 
holding their annual general 
LOCAL ONLY:" meeting on Monday, June 
20 words or less $2.00 per 5th at 7:30 p.m. In  the 
,nserflon, over 20 words $ .cafeteria at Mount 
cents per word. . Elizabeth. The guest 
3 or more consecutive in. speaker, Mr. Dale Flttlck, 
serflons $1.50 per insertion. District Superintendent, will 
explain the report from the 
MILLS MEMOR [AL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items,• toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For I~ickup service phone 
638.5320 or 6~S-5233, or  leave 
donations af the Thrift shop 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condftlon. As' Ing 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after : 
6 p.m. 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
tho customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisemont wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
REFUNBS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECl"IONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. / 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
advertlsaments must be .CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlc.atlon. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In tho event of an error 
appearing in the ad. 
vertisement as published 
shall be Iimltod to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
i~rtlon of the edverflslng 
space occuplod by the In. 
cerred or o.,'~ltted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
lability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising.• 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race,' religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his a0e is'between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requlrement for the work 
Involved. 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge 85.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT. AD- 
VERTISING:" 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
recent External Observation 
Team who were In our 
District a few weeks ago. 
This team met with various 
officials in the District as 
(Nell as teachers andparente, 
and their comments were 
reported back to the District. 
There will be election of. 
officers for the next school 
term and anyone Interested 
In this Committee snd their 
child's education Is In.vlted to 
attend. Brief reports on the 
Commiffes's activities over 
the past year will also be 
given. It is hoped that many 
Interested parents and 
teachers will attend this 
meeting. Remember June 
Sth at 7:30p.m. 
Anglican Church Woman 
will hold a rummage sale 
FridaY, June 2nd, com- 
mencing at 9:30 a.m. In the 
Anglican Parish Hall. Lots. 
of good summer clothing, 
household off~.'c;s etc. 
For Salei 1976 Honda 
on Lazelle Avenue on. Goldwlng 1000 Excellent 
Saturdays between 11:00 condition. Phone 635-3831 or 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank view at 4404 Walsh. (p10.3) 
you. (nc) 
~/elght Watchers meeting 
held wery Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
: Must sell immediately 23" 
A Heather-Tartan Society is" Viking Counsel color TV. In 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
~koona District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Glrlsbetween the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please Call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
P~,RENT-S il~l CRISIS 
Aro you making your• own 
llfe and your children's 
good condition. Phone 635- 
4561. (c3-1) 
For Sale: 2 graduation 
dresses. Never worn• 1 pink 
and one aprlcote. Size 12. 
selling cheap. 635.5221 after 
6 (c5-2) 
Stamp and Coin collectors 
New Stock 1978 coins and 
stamps have arrived In- 
cluding the Captain Cook 
Bicentennial presentation 
Set. 
Terrace Drugs and 
Lakelse Pharmacy. 
(A10.2) 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00-p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
- Activity Centre for han: 
dicrafts 
miserable? Do you con-. '_ . . . . . . . . . . .  
" stantly yell at your children,:' ;:[Esw~I:I~ ennine=a'n; 
• or hit them,or find it hard to trans., rims, pocket seat and 
• control your' angry feelings 
toward them? double belt massager, bird 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you cage, with sta.nd. Phone 635- 
become the loving con- 3051 until 2 p.m. (ci0.5) 
structlve parent you really 5 Chev Splitrims. 15"-61ug 3 
want to be. , 
AJI inquires absoiutely good summer fires on.  $15 
~c0nfldentlal. each. Call 635.7050 days or 
Phone Maryor John 635-4"419: 638-8372 evenings. (cS.1) 
• RAPE REL IEF  
& CRISIS L INE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7558 
OR 
635-7728 
(ctf) 
Sale or Trade: 4 lots on 
Paqueffe St. will trade on 
backhoe, tractor or what 
have you?" Also 25' motor 
home 
1974 Chev Impala 2 door 
H,T., p.s., p.b., phone 635. 
6692 (E.O.D.-2) 
6' fibreglass Indoor-outdoor- 
water fo'uhatln. Recycling 
water pump. Recessed area 
For Sale: 25' cabin cruiser 
wit h 9'8" beam. Fresh water 
cooled ,318 Chrysler marine 
engine 270 Volvo leg. safety 
equipment, anchor, spare 
parts etc. PIgs 1978.79 
moorage included. Price: 
boat plus trailer $10,500. 
Phone 635-2682 after 6 (p4.2) 
/ 
1974 - 85 h.p. Mercury O.B.O. 
With 17.3' Glastron • 
Fibreglass ski beat. Com- 
plete with trai ler, life 
lackets, CB radio. Asking 
only $3500. Phone 635.9493 
(p5-3) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom fur- 
nlshed house in Thornhlll 
635.5775 (p2-22) . 
For Rent: Fully modern and 
carpeted 2 bedroom suite. 
Private entrance and 
driveway• Close I'D Skeena 
Sec. School. Phone 635-2643 
(p3.1) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom 
executive home. 2, full 
bathrooms. Fireplace. 
Patio doors, double car 
garage. Frulttrees, garden. 
Call after 7 p.m. 635-7~5 (p3- 
Owner leaving town June 1. 
Must sell 2 bedroom home 
$25,000 or best offer. 2107 
Pear St. Please call days 
635.6466 or evenings 638.8291 
Four bedroom house. 3 
upstairs one down, 3 
bathrooms, 2 up and one 
down. Lots of cupboards and 
dinette in kitchen large 
living room and dining room. 
2 fireplaces, large rumpus 
room and family room with 
fireplace. Completely 
carpeted with large carport 
and sundeck. Located on 
large fenced and landscaped 
lot. 4819 Scoff Ave. Phone 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon.-Frl. mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
• Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single CoRY 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ,ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
. British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year $1.00.. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
• HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Representatives from the 
B.C. Ministry of Education, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early chlldhoed 
datum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest • Community 
College, Wednesday, June 7, 
1978 7 p.m. 
They wish to talk to the 
people In the community 
about early childhood 
training programs. 
The Terrace Art 
Association invites you to 
• attend a slide show and 
pottery oxhlbltlon by Jeanne 
Serich on Saturday, June, 3, 
in the Tei'race Library Arts 
Room' at 7 p.m. The slide 
starts at 8:15 p.m.: 
Wednesday June 7th will be 
the. last Terrace Art' 
Association Picture Loan 
until September 6fh. Pain- 
tings should be returned by 
7:30 I~.m, to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room so they 
can be put on display for 
selection. Arrangements can 
then' be'made for the sum- 
mer months rentals. 
CLASSIFIED:. - Day .Care for working 
1:00 p.m. day prior to• people 
publication day. - Drop.in for companlonshlp 
servico chargeof ~.00ea all '& coffee, 
N.S.F. cheques. Monday thru Friday S-4. 
Transportation available. 
~NEDI)ING DESCRIP- Contact Skeenavlew L.odge 
TIONS: _ 635-2265 
No (;harge provided news SkeenaHe'althUnlt 
submlffed wlthln one month. 3215.2 Eb, y Street 
~.00 production charge for ~ .. i T.¢rrace, B.C . . . . . . . . .  
wedd ngand:or engagement ~ '635-6307 :' 
plctt/res, News ()f weddings The following are a few. of 
(write-ups) received one the services offered locally 
month or more after event by your Health Unit Staff: 
635-4425 after 5:00 p.m. (p22- 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- . 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals ,5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WANT ED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for  the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we Could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m; and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Mills .Memorial • Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:3(I p.m. 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held wseklyat the Health 
• Unit every Tuesday f.rom 
1:30-3:50p'm. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornl~lll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
peintment. 
. Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
.Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p,m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
.the year at Intervals for a 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. • 
HOME NU.RSlNG CARE 
Nursing ca~ In the home for 
1hose who need It on referral 
from tbeir family doctor" 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
I~or 4 year old childron. Held 
on third Monday Of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appolntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D. ICLINIC 
Held every Monday at '3:30 
or by appointment.. 
SAN IT/~4TION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They w!ll be pleased 
to assist with any senltatlon 
The history department a
Northwest Community 
CollSge will be organizing a 
series of open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
Revolutions? ", "Why 
Wars?", a. closer look at the 
interrelat ion between 
political, .social and 
economic factors in 
domestic and inten~atJonal 
relations in the 20th century. 
Anyone interested is problems. 
welcome to attend the f l~t • AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
meeti~ on '11mrsdoy, May Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
18,fromT-10p.m.inraom206 Hearing ests will be done by 
on the college campus to doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638.1155. watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films on 
"The History Book'! which 
focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. • 
i This is a free community 
service ~vhtch will continue 
until June 15, 
B.C.O.A.P.O. • Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banquot Room 
"Right to Life Groupwlll meet 
8. p.m. May 31, 1978 at 
Christian Reformed Church. 
Please see article in Herald 
for further Informaflo.n. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at N0.205-4721 Lazelle. 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
• Care. 
AID rTO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and seclal 
rehablll,tatlon done by 
consultant. 
INCHESAWAY CLUB .. 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the S'keena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747,or 635.3023~ 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenwara, air  brushing 
available - custom firing. 
~. ~3~ McNeil St. 
63,5-9393 
"ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
EIKtrlcal and Refrigeration 
oontrad. 
"'House wiring. 
; 635.51176 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP; 
Reconditioned bikes and 
• repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI  EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
- forplants. Ideal for home or . . . 
office. $200 Phone 638.8329. 
(p3-22) 
Auction Sale: Sat., June 3 at 
I p.m. Corner Hwy. 16 East & 
Kirkaldy Rd. Tools, Fur- 
• n l tu re ,  Hardware ,  
Housewares, Consign now. 
Free Pickup. Phone 638.1538 
eves. (,i)3-2) 
• For Sale: Simplicity washer 
and dryer. Maytag or table 
dryer. Excellent .condition. 
Dining table, end table. 
Phone 635-2104 after 5 (c3-2) 
For Sale: Propane stove and 
tank. $150. Tent trailer S275 
Phone 635-7042 (c5-4) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Grelg Ave. ,  
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.7266. 
For Sale: by Owner, 4 
.. bedroom split.level family 
room. Good location. Price 
low 60's. Phone 635.3817. (p3- 
22) 
For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on V= acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed, at- 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phc~ne 635-4790 after 
6. 
Publlc'Health Nurse wishes 
to rent unfurnished 1 to 2 
bedroom house with frldge 
and stove from July 1, 1970. 
Contact 635.4607 (p5-22) 
Wanted to Rent or lease a 
small house or trailer by a 
responsible Wom~n with 
pets. 638.1534 or 635-4931 
Local 37. (c3-1) 
Two male black and white 
Lost- Brown framed glasses, kittens fo give away. Eight 
black arms with a hearing weeksold, tralned, good with 
aid attached. Lost between children. 635-3642 after 6 
Riverside Grocery and the p.m. and weekends. (stf) 
overpass. Reward offered.. 
phone 635-2490 (p5.1) 
A white long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing Wanted to Buy: Used baby 
from the lower Albatross buggy, tractor-bike for two 
area of .Kltlmat. Any In- year old. 635.7074 (c3.22) 
formation .would be ap- 
preciated, Contact 69 Brant Wantedto Buy: Agood used 
or call 632-2924. (stf) , trailer to hold a 20' river- 
~ boat. 638-1613 days 635-5837 
afeer 6 p.m. ask for Bill (cff) 
Wantedto Buy: Older piano. 
, Good condition. Reasonably 
HELP WANTED priced. Phone635-9636 (p5.2) 
Earn - 2 hours a day - $200 
a month commission plus Wanted 16' or 17' flbreglass 
prizes. For details write canoe. Ca!l 635.4770 eves or 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 638.1155 days. (c3-2) 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couvd{ VBB iH~or  Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5Kl.(w) 
Full or part,time. Here Isan For Sale: 20' W.L. Sallbeat, 
opportunity to earn extra 5500 lb. displacement, 6'2" 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. headroom, 8' beam, 3'Uraft, 
10 h.p. volvo diesel,'~iepth- Training is javallable.. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- sounder, S.S. rigging, 25 gal. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) water and fuel, dacron sails, 
(ctf) moorage Included. $8,000 or 
reasonable offer. Phone 632. 
5117 after 5 p.m. (c5.1) 
The Washington 
Monument weighs 21,120 Minnesota Nas 12,034 
tons and 18. 160 metres lakes that are more than 
' high. 10 acres in size. 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
wafer system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2056 
3 and "5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4[34 phone 
339.4736 (cS0-1ulyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skesna St. Asking 
' 11~500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3.1) 
I I I I I  
2.3 acre homeslte In Tyee 
Lake area. 1V= blocks from 
lake. Press. Water 
• Systems, g rave l led  
dr iveway:  selectively 
cleared. Excellent open 
garden plot. 8 miles from 
Slithers. Asking $15,000. 
All realistic offers con- 
sidered. '846-5088 (p5.4=). 
Easy to manage fast food 
franchise offering high 
return with nominal in. 
vesfment~ Write Quick Stop 
Submarines 1649 Victoria 
St., Prince George, V21 2L4 
phone 562.4275 or pm 564. 
82,87. {¢3.2) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
etc. • 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 1v2 
beth, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (ctf) 
Successful store for sale In 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolersand freezers. I walk- 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling at. 
tached. One rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. Assumable mortgage• 
Call 635-5202 for details• 
T,' " 
73 Renault front wheel drive, : 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new "- 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (cJf) ~: 
I 
IFor Sa~e: 1974 Bendix ! 
JLeadertrailor. 2 bedroom'. I
|Reverse aisle. FrontJ 
|kitchen, p~tio doors and I 
Jsundeck. Phone 635-6405J 
J(¢tfiu14) J 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 
Econoline Van. Fully 
• camperlzed. Lpw mileage, 
many ext ras .  Excellent 
condition phone 635.5514 
after 5 {p8-2) 
1969 V.W. Beetle. Low 
mileage. Well maintained. 
Has radio, 4 summer & 4 
winter fires. Good running 
condition..Call 635.2243 8- 
4:30 or 638.8372 eves. (c5-1) 
1975 Olds Omega Hatchback 
350 V8, Tapedeck etc. 53,000 
miles. Blue and white 3500 
O.B.O. Phone 635.7291 days 
635-6876 after 5 p.m. (p5-1) 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
with widetlres plus set spare 
" fires with rims. Vlew at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 'or 635. 
4380., (p10•6) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 or 
635-4380 (p10-6) 
72 Volkswagon square back, 
silver cblour, I owner car, 
32000 miles. Excellent 
condition. Asking $1800 
Phone 635.6997 (c5-1) 
For Sale: 1972 Triumph Splt- 
Fire. Custom Paint. Good 
condition. 25,000 original. 
Offers. Call ~lays 635.6516 
eves 638-8296 (pS-2) 
,1975 Jimmy 4x4, 26,500 miles, 
engine cooler, oll cooler, 
equalizer hitch, trai ler 
• towing suspension for 8000 
G.V.W., Sliding side win- 
dows, high Sierra Package. 
Ex.cellenf condition. Will 
consider trade. Phone 632. 
7973 (c5-2) 
74 Chev =A ton 300 H.P. va, 
new tires and rims. Trailer 
towing pack. Asking $4,000 
635-7466 (p5-2) 
For Sale: 1973 Jeep Com- 
mando 4 wheel drive. Two 
tops Included. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.2770 
after 5 p.m. (p3-2) 
1975 GMC Sierra Grande V2 
fort. Phone 638-1651 after 5 
p.m. (pp3-2) 
For Sale: 1973 AMC Hornet. 
Best price 635-3126 after 5 
1976 Doge Van, 7 cyl. stan- 
dard. phone 635-7702 (p5.22) 
12x68 Safeway. Furnished• 
8x10 heated joey shack• 
Phone 635.9323. (p10.7) 
56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
~p and fully skirted In 
:edar. View at No. 31.4619 
~ueensway Drive (Tim- 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635-9429. (cff) 
Must Sit - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhilh 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) I 
Immediate Delivery :-': 
1978 Factory built 2 or 3 -b 
bedroom 1~1' wide or double ,:.: 
wide. • Delivered and set up ":" 
to your location. 100 percent ..: 
financing available OAC.. 
Gov't grant of $2500 ap- -'.~ 
pllcable. Free round trip to ~," 
Vancouver. For inquiries :..: 
please phone collect Parker :::i 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- •.'. 
5447 (c12-22) :~" 
i 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile ;:" 
home. Set up and skirted In :';. 
trailer court in town. Wll l ' ; ; .  
sell furnished or un- ~:" 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 ,~.. 
even. (pl0-Jul) " :.~- 
"For Sale: 12x60 1973 :'::~ 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with :,:: 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 ~.:: 
REPOSSESSIONS ~:: 
We havea limited number of " 
12', 14', arid 24' wide In ex- 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
• ' If you quality we will fly :,~ 
you In af our expense. 
Hurry l .  These won't last! . 
Call our. credit manager ,;.t 
collect at . ~:: 
684-0024 .~, '
Tor.Star 
, Mobile Homes ::: 
835 Granvile •;.; 
Vancouver, B.C. .~,'. 
VBZ 1K7 ~:: 
(a10.7) ,,~ 
;,7 
23x56 Doublewlde, major o] 
appliance and garden shed - .;: 
fenced• Slfuated on lot fully 
skirted complete fenced. '.~-' 
View at 31 Timberland .... 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen- 
sway. (Ctf) 
Nearly 21/2 acrei at 4928 Twedle Avenue 
Lot 2 Block 7 DL 979 Plan 3370 
fl 
Adjacent to Uplands School, with ~' 
m°untainview t 
Offers over $30,000 will be considered, t 
Replies to Box 1178, Terrace Herald, by 
June 10. ~ 
I ! 
i)o It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
1= ,h. , ,  onmy- 3. ' /5 
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Trailer for sale: 197412x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm.Ju 17) 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
HYDRO AND POWER 
AUTHORITY 
Invltes tenders for Groomlng 
p0werllne right.of-way, 
North Coast of B.C. 
estlmated 308 acres 
Reference No. Q8.4370 
Closing Date: 28 June 1978 
Sealed" tenders clearly 
marked as above.referenced 
wlll be recelved In Room 
IO26, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Bullding, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z IY3 until 11:00 am 
local tlme, closlng dates as 
above. 
Details may be ohteined 
from the office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver~ B.C, V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663-2577 and 663- 
2560. 
(cl.22) 
.='| 
Contract No. 22046 
Installation of subdivision 
services at Lahakas 
Nalabi la Subdivision, 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
Sealed tenders marked 
"Tender for Installation of 
Subdivision Services" will be 
received on behalf of the 
owner up to 10:00 a.m. local 
time, June 14, 1975 at the 
office of McEIhanney Sur- 
veying and Engineering 
:Ltd., Ste. 205, 4630 Lazelle 
~Avenue, Terrace, British 
;'Columbia. 
i Thewdrk includes the supply 
~)f'all materials and com- 
plete construction of ser- 
i vices for a 6 lot multi-family 
~subdivlsion as detailed on 
i the contract drawings, which 
i consists of approximately: 
i 1. 230 meters of roadworks, 
! to a gravel standard 17cm. 
.~below final road grades. 
2. 260 meters of storm sewer 
with manholes, lot con- 
nections, catch basins, 
outfall, etc. 
3. 190 meters of sanitary 
sewers with manholes, lot 
connections, etc. 
4. 220 meters of 6" diameter 
watermain and ap- 
purtenances. 
5. 260 meters of street 
lighting, underground wiring 
and telephone. 
A set of contract documents 
may be ohtalned at the office 
of the Engineer, 
McEIhanney Surveying and 
Engineering Ltd. on deposlt 
of $25.00, non-refundable. 
The lowest or any'tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
The complete contract 
.document booklet shall be 
submitted when tendering. 
(e2.20,22) 
=u • ./ 
orn l lb  ~ B~ngs  Coq~Uon 1 
invitation toT•rider I 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
~'Renovatlons" Terrace 
Community Correctlonal 
Centre Terrace, B.C. for 
Malor Renovations, Tender 
No. 1870 will be received up 
to 3:00 p.m, local time the 22 
day of June, 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poration, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., Phone 638- 
1191. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 31 day of May 1978. 
Tenders must be flied on the 
forms provided, .in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
'(c3.1) 
~.':For Sale: Hardtop tent 
trailer 635-7074 (c3.22) 
1972 • 8' Camper. Very good 
condltio0.. Phone 635-4644. 
(p3-1) 
Hardtop tent trailer. Sleeps 
6. Two burner propane 
stove. Canopy. Asking $475 
638.8329 (p3-22) 
1975 Concord motor home. 
24' long. Dodge 440 engine,-6 
new tires. 2 new batteries. 
Stove, 3.way frldge, 
washroom with shower. 
Sleeps 8. Air conditioning. 
Furnace, 2 dining tables. 
Phone 632.6704 (c5-2} 
1977 H.T. Tent Trailer, 
Sleeps 6, 2 way fridge, stove, 
propane heater. Privacy 
curtains. Phone 635.4741 or 
vlewat 2213 Kalum St. (p3.2) 
11)/=' camper for sale. Also 
1971 Toyota statlonwagon. 
Phone 635-3604 (p3-2) • 
Must Sell: Leaving country, 
2 snow mobiles with double 
wide trailer $1500 phone 635. 
4629 (c$-4) 
Registered V= quarter and 
Arabian Chestnutgeldlng. 8 
years old. Very gentle. 
Good riding horse $300. 
Phone 635.6997. (c5-1) 
FOR SALE BY BID 
Good and chattels of Copper 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS 
MAY BE VIEWED Monday 
Evening, June 12, 1978. Bids 
may be submttted in writing 
to Security Bailiffs Ltd. P.O. 
Box 222, Kitlmat, B.C no 
later than June 16, 1978. (c9- 
7) 
COOK RICE WITH 
VEGETABLES 
Experts agree that a good : 
meal consists of a protein 
food (meat, poultry, fish) a • 
carbohydrate food such as, i 
rice, and a vegetable. But" 
that format can be varied 
without taking away from • 
the nutrition of the meal. : 
For instance, why not try : 
cooking rice and a vegetable : 
together? Many times the : 
combinat ion,  p roper ly  i 
sess0ried, tastes better than : 
the two foods cooked : 
separately. 
Eggplane Skillet Deluxe Is : 
an example of this idea. 
Eggplant is a popular food, 
available year 'round... as is i ;~. 
rice. But eggplant rec ipes . .  
generally are a bit more ,." 
involved. You just can't b0il : 
it whole and put it on a plate ! ~?~ 
And there are these who feel ".' 
that rice is better ff a few • 
more ingredients are added. '~': 
toit. The solution? Combine : .  
the rice and eggplant. Then $ 
add seasonings to eom- : 
pliment both[ It saves time : ' 
and energy- your energy and : :~  that used for cooking, 
So,. for ways to add 
mealtime interest, the 
following rice-vegetable 
combinations will fill the bill. 
And they will encourage 
family members to eat 
vegetables, too, because the 
dishes taste so good. 
Rice fits into many dif- 
ferent meal situations. It's 
economical (at just pennies 
per serving), stores easily on 
the shelf (ready at a 
moment's' notice to be in- 
cluded in the meal), and 
supplies the important 
carbohydrates needed for a 
well.balanced diet. 
EGGPLANTSKILLET 
DELUXE 
Vs LARGE EGGPLANT 
-- - (about 1 pound) 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for I cup sliced green onions 
$1.00. Our Introductory with tops 
special offers you 10 2 tablespoons butter or 
beautiful iumbo-slze color margarine 
pictures from any one color 1 can (6 oz.) minced dams 
negative for only $1.00. Any with liquid 
additional pictures over 10 3 cups cooked rice 
from same negative only I0c ' 1/4 teaspoon pepper 
each. Send as many color ½ teaspoon salt 
negatives (any size) as you ½ teaspoon poultry • 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also seasoning i : 
save on developing and Peel eggplant. Cut into 3/4- : 
printing your color films. 12 inch eubos. Simmer in ½ : 
exp. roll - $2.99, 20 exp. roll'- cup water until tender; 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 drain. Saute onions inbutter : 
exp. roll - $6.99. Fast ser-. until tender. Add eggplant • 
vice, guaranteed quality & and remaining ingredients. : 
satisfaction or money Heat thoroughly, stirring i 
• • • =o ' • • • i s  • o l to l iee le le l l tee lee  leO!  i l l  i S•e l  • O i l  i l i s l  i l l  s I I l e  e l  te l  O l  #o le lo l i l eoeooeeoee l l i eo  eeoeeee le•  e le  i s  coo  lo looe l l soeoo le l ioooeooeeo i l  I i  I i i i l  
• * ~{ Most trails are well.marked i 
: • • and'various guide booksdescrib¢ : 
• D iscover  Br i t i sh  Columbia their relative ,.dfficulties. : ' South of Vancouver, th re are 
over 100 hiking trails along the 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA Fraser River's hores. The imposing Fraser Canyon 
area also offers some exciting 
A LIFETIME OF HIKING trails. : Munning Park, Golden Ears 
::::: .... ::: ............. : ~::. ==:===:===========,========== ::~ :::~:~:::::~;: ::~.,~:::~:~:~ ..: :<:~,~ Park, or the- scenic Chilliwaek 
by Cameron Young i"::: • : .  ...................................... •..=  : .::~::...:. . ................ :: ::.,:i:iii: i ii~::, ~ River Trail along the Canada" 
The first thing you notice ~ili ;~:::~i iii;:i;i::i:iii!iiiiiiii:iiiiiiili : :: :: ~ , LI.S. border, have fine hiking .: 
about B.C. is the mountains. : :i :iiiiii~i I: ~}ii! I:: " 
severeA 100obstaclesYears agO,to hetheYsettlersWere ~ i i i ' : :  ~::):! i ::~:: :!:~,i: !: : :fill: :~! : i i :~ .~:  .................. ~::!::: : i~ :. .~L-...-..:~? :  Rockies,tr"iilSHeading st towards t h e a n  th reeXCitingareSCenery'nUmerous ::: 
Today, they are the perfect : glaciers in Yoho National Park : 
solution to urban society's pres- and Kootenay National Park. 
~ures. Hiking trails in northern B.C. 
Every foothill, valley bottom, from Prince George to Prince 
alpine slope, and snow'capped l i ~  W Rupert and further north to the 
ridge offers countless, refresh- Peace River Country, are less 
ing, hiking experiences. • documented, less travelled, but 
Accomplished hikers ma.y feel undescribably 'beautiful. 
that for a "real hike" you must The mere mention of names 
j:, escape to the wilderness for a Since 1970, this trail has been 
week with a backpack, tent, and a part of Pacific Rim National 
an over-supply of nuts and 
raisins. 
For them, there is no better 
place than B.C: 
But B.C. is also the place for 
those who might like to do the 
hard part of a day's hike in a 
chair lift, thentake a stroll along 
a mountain ridge to feel taller 
• than they've ver felt, and finally, 
to still make it back to Van- 
couver for dinner and disco. 
Whether you want o get away 
for a day, overnight, a week, or 
even longer, there are hiking 
trails by the hundreds in B.C. 
Most are described in hiking 
books and most are well marked. 
The most popular, for visitors 
and residents, is the West Coast 
Life-Saving Trail. 
With such a name, it should 
be challenging and famous. It is. 
It derives its name from the 
fact that in the last century, this 
50-mile trail was the only route 
to safety for ship-wrecked sailors 
off Vancouver Island's west 
coast. 
refunded. Pronto Photo occasionally. Top with : 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win. grated Parmesan cheese, ff " 
nip•g, Man. R3C 2C1. (iu 15) desired. Makes 6 to 8 ser- 
,..,~.~..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  rings. Good with 'Veal I teaspoon onion powder 
~;'PERSONAL~':" :':Dlscernlhg ' Marlnara; Veal Sealoppinel . . . .  ½:teaspoon pepper ~ 
" Adults. Shop discreetly by or broiled flounder with I/4 cup grated Parmesan 
mall. Send $1.00 for our tartar sauce, cheese. 
Each serving provides: Thaw, drain, and separate 
Park. 
The trail's northern section 
begins near Bamberton, a little 
fishing village, accessible by 
gravel road from Port Alberni. 
It is a wide, well-maintained 
pathway. 0 
The first day's hike takes you 
through some old coastal forest 
and down to the Paeifie's rocky 
shores and sandy beaches. 
On each following day, the 
'hiking ets tougher but the view 
more majestic. It may take eight 
days tocomplet  he hike to Port 
Renfrew, at  the southern end 
and an hour's drive from Victoria. 
Stratheona Provincial Park in 
.central Vancouver Island has 
trails that are just as exciting. 
The park is for skiing in winter 
and  camping in summer, but 
hiking on one of the dozens of 
trails in Forbidden Plateau is 
simpl~, unforgettable. All signs 
of civilization immediately dis- 
appear. 
Forbidden Plateau is a sub- 
alpine region, dotted with snow- 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelegue of marital aids for (for 6 servings) 156 calories, 
both ladles and gentlemen. ½ meat exchange, 1 bread 
Direct A~lon Marketing Inc. exchange, 1 fat exchange, 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, lg4 vegetable xchanges (for 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 8 servings) 117 calories, ½ 
(eft) meat exchange, 3/4 bread 
• exchange, a/4 fat exchange, I 
HELP WANTED: Mature .vegetable exchange.S11 
studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per Spinach-it never tasted so 
~: .~ ' :~x:" :~.~,~" :~: ' : : : .  ". . : ' . ,~ :~ '  . :  . : : . : : .~ : (~: ' : : : : : ;  -"-'-:.::.' , : . : . : . : . . . ' : . . ' . r .> . : . , : . .  
:if?::?~~'~i~i?~ ?'' ..... %~ }'~i~(~(~{i/~ ~ (;}'f(~i?~*"" ~:~}"~i~::i?:~i::ii!i::}ii:i~i~!ii~i}!{~ '~;~ ,  ~ ?::~:~'~ 
N 
good 
SPINACH AU GRATIN 
I/4 PACKAGES (10 oz. 
each) f rozen chopped 
spinach 
3 cups cooked rice 
4 eggs, beaten 
1can (10-~/4 oz.) condensed 
cream of mushroom soup 
Dash of nutmeg 
hour plus bonus with in- 
teresting summer work.. 
Write Fuller Brush Co., Box 
108 care of 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Diamond, General Delivery, 
Station 'R ' ,  kelowna, B.C. 
VlX 4K3. (ctf) 
• COFFEE BREAK 
fed lakes. In late spring, a trip 
along Flower Ridge offers hikers 
a thousand-and-one d lightful 
wild flowers in early bloom~ The 
trails vary in length, but they all 
guarantee super views of tower- 
ing • mountains and pristine lake- 
valleys. 
Another exceptional b ik ing 
area is Garibaldi Provincial Park. 
A reasonable driving ~listance 
from Vancouver, it is a compell- 
. ing attraction. 
The park itself is over 112 
kilometres long, and consists of 
snow-capped mountains, ice- 
packs, alpine meadows, and live 
glaciers. 
One of the hiking routes-to 
Little Diamond Head--is all 
peaks and ice and sky. 
With trails leading to places 
like Black Tusk, the Gargoyles, 
Opal Cone Mountain, Singing 
Pass Trail, and, of course, 
Whistler Mountain,, famous for 
skiing, Garibaldi Park offers 
casual, day hikes, and tough 
routes for the expert glacier- 
.steppers. 
The mid-morning coffee 
break has devdoped into an 
American institution. Office 
employees line up 'at the 
wagon for their morr,.ing 
beverage. . .construct ion 
workers dangle from steel 
girders with a thermos in 
one hand and a danish in 
the o ther . . .and  students 
stop at the school snack bar 
between classes for a quick 
cup of coffee and a glance 
at their lecture notes. 
Nut breads and plain, us- 
frosted cakes are delicious 
with coffee and easily trans- 
ported to work or school. 
Suggested here are Apricot 
Peanut Bread and Marble 
Cake with Peanuts. 
APRICOT PEANUT 
BREAD 
2-1/2 cups unsifted flofir 
'1 cup sugar 
3-1/2 teaspoons baking 
powder 
3/4 teaspoon salt 
1/4 teaspoon baking soda 
3/4 cup orange juice 
1/2 cup milk 
3 tablespoons corn oil 
I egg 
1 cup finely chopped 
Planters Cocktail 
Peanuts 
1 cup finely chopped 
dried apricots 
In a large bowl, combine 
flour, sugar, baking powder, 
salt, baking soda, orange 
juice, milk, (orn off and egg. 
Beat at low speed of electric 
mixer 1 minute, scraping 
bowl constantly. Stir in 
cocktail peanuts and aprl- 
• cots. Pour into a greased 9 x 
5 x 3-inch loaf pan. 
Bake at 350'F .  for 1 hour 
or until done. Makes 1 loaf. 
MARBLE CAKE 
WITH PEANUTS 
2-1/4 cups unsifted cake 
flour 
1-1/4 cups sugar 
1 tablespoon baking 
powder 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 i:up plus I tablespoon 
milk 
1/2 cup Planters 
Peanut Oil 
2 eggs 
I teaspoon vanilla 
extract 
1/4 cup chocolate.flavored 
, syrup 
1/3 Cup finely chopped 
Planters Cocktail. 
Peanuts 
like Babine and Spatzizi trigger 
spontaneous gasps of delight 
from hikers who have been 
there. : 
But you do not have to travel 
1,000 kilometres to take a hike 
in B.C. 
That is the important point. 
If you are in the province for 
just a few days, say, to visit 
Victoria, B.C.'s capital, there 
are over 100 day trails near this 
garden city alone. They do not 
lead you to the base' of a glacier, 
but hikes along China Beach, 
looking out across the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca,. or up Horth Hill 
in the Saanich Peninsula's north- 
ern tip, looking out at the islands 
in the Gulf of Georgia, are great 
little ~excursions i  themselves. 
More detailed information on 
hiking trails in B.C. can be ob- 
tained from the parks branch, 
ministry of recreation and con- 
servation in Victoria. 
So, when you decide todis- 
cover B.C., do not forget your 
hiking boots. 
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spinach. Toss with rice. 
Combine eggs, soup, and 
seasonings. Stir into spinach 
mixture. Turn into a. 
greased shallow 2-1/z-quart 
casserole. Sprinkle top with 
Parmesan cheese. Bake at 
350 degrees for 30 minutes or 
until firm. Makes 6 to 8 
servings. Good with pot 
roast, broiled pork chops, or 
barbecued frankfurters. 
Each serving provides: 
(for 6 servihgs) 230 calories, 
1meat exchange, I one-third 
bread exchanges, 1 fat ex- 
change, two-thirds vegetable 
exchange (for 8 servings) 172 
• calories, 3/4 re.eat exchange, 1 
CAKES-  
with 1 cup milk, peanut oil, 
eggs and vanilla extract.. 
Blend on low speed, scrap- 
ing bowl. Beat 2 minutes on 
medium speed, scraping 
bowl occasionally. Reserve 
1/2 cup b'atter. Pour remain. 
ing batt'er into a greased 
and floured 13 x.9.inch pan. 
Combine reserved batter 
with eho~olate syrup, cock. 
tail peanuts, and remaining 
tablespoon ,of milk. Pour 
chocolate.nut- batter  over , 
top and swirl. 
Bake at 350 °F. for 30 to 
3S minutes. Let cool in pan 
Sift cake f lour, sugar, for 10 minutes. Remove 
baking powder and salt from pan; cool completely, 
• together. ',To serve, cut into squares. 
ln largemlxlngbowleem- Makes one (13 x 9.inch) 
bine sifted dry Ingredients cake. 
"e  
.o  
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bread exchange, 1 fat ex- 
• chii=ig~ '~,,~' vegetoble" ex- 
change. 
Year 'round cabbage-witli 
a fresh, new look when 
combined with rice. 
RICE AND CABBAGE 
ITALIANO 
6 slices bacon, diced 
I cup chopped onions 
2 cloves gar.lie, crushed 
I can (8 oz.) tomato sauce 
1 cup chicken broth 
~/z of a small cabbage, 
shredded (about 1 quart) 
½ teaspoon oregano 
V4. teaspoon black pepper 
V4 teaspoon crushed red 
popper 
3 cups cooked rice 
Grated Roman• cheese. 
Saute bacon, onions, and 
garlic until bacon is crisp. 
Drain 'off  a l l ,  but." 2 ~ .l:.:~0r.ead exchange, 2 fat Chop and saute some 
tablespbons:drlpl~ings~..!'Add '~ :exchanges,. 1½ vegetab le  mushroom|l le . l l~ better. 
tomato sauce, "brotli', 'cab- " "6~6.1iiiffges (for 8 servings) Freeze in stmillliackagea to 
huge, and seasonings; cover 150 calories, 3,4 bread ex- use in rice pilaf. 
and simmer about 5 minutes change, 1½ fat exchanges, I If you like the flavor of 
or until cabbage is tender ~/4 vegetable xchanges, almonds, saute sliced 
crisp. Stir in rice'and cook 5 INSTANT DELIGHT almonds in butter and t0~ 
minutes longer. Serve Whipped c ream mixed • gently with cooked rice. 
sprinkled with Romano: with pureed, frozen rasp- 
cheese. Makes 6 to B ser- berries i sa  delicious topping 
rings. Serve with smoked for.rice pudding. 
sausage, meat loaf, or Veal ' Saute chopped walnuts 
Marsala. with chi.ves in butter and toss 
Each serving provides: with cooked rice, cooked in 
.(for 6 servings) 195 calories, chicken broth 
To prepare orange .rice, 
cook the rice in equal parts 
of orange juice and water, 
seasoned with Instant 
minced onion and celery 
seed. Good with poultry. 
Volley ball was invented and first played in Holyoke, Mass. in 1895. 
TOURISTALK 
FROM TOUI~ISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
I 
B.C. GLOBE TROTTERS 
By Shirley Guth 
May 29-June 4/1978 
Go globe trotting ihis week fencing and archery evoke 
• And nothing comes small in 
this country of big skies and ,~ast 
grain' fields. 
Just a short' drive away is the 
W.. A. C. Bennett Dam, one of 
the largest earth-filled ams in' 
the world. Guided tours take 
visitors hundreds of feet under-. 
ground into the world's largest 
underground powerhouse;~a tour 
highlight is the subterrhnean 
manifold chamber' where water 
surgesfrom turbines at a rate of 
. from the comfort of. your own 
province. 
Would-be jet setters can quaff 
a stein at a Bavarian beer garden, 
join an English tea party, feast on 
foreign foods, all without budg- 
ing from B.C. 
The geniitlichkeit flows as 
freely as the beer at Burns Lake's 
Bavarian Festival June 3-4. 
After German sausages, bread 
and cheese, polka the night away 
at the Arena with led•thus•ned. 
townsfolk. 
, A German orchestra nd  
dancers tart the entertainment 
Friday at 7 p.m. 
And here at the h.¢art of a 
Lakes District that rivals any in 
Europe is Tcheshzkut Lake-16 
kilometres south of Burns Luke 
on •Highway 35-where the 
"purest water ih B.C." allows a 
clear view of trout six metres 
below... 
Motor a.little further for a free 
ferry ride across Francois Lake, 
a three-kilo.metre mini-cruise 
through splendid lake country. 
Meanwhile, Mediterranean 
fare including.falassels and 
souflaki are on the board at 
, Lant:vil'le'sRenaissanceFestival, 
June 2-4. 
Food booths at'the arts and 
crafts fair 'feature "exotic, foreign 
flavors," while a Renuissanee 
Tuvern and "tymely games".of 
medieval merriment, more.than 40 million.litres per 
Mimes and clowns of "Circus minute. 
Minimus" amuse: 60 arts and 
crafts booths show off local 
handicrafts at Pioneer Park 13 
kilometres north of Nanaimo 
beginning Friday tffternoon. 
A traditional British baron of 
beef is at centre stage 'when the 
tweed, curtain rises in Victoria 
for the annual Oak Bay Tea Party, 
June 3-4. 
A bag-pipe band s!rikes up a 
march fit.Windsor Park at 10 a.m. 
Saturday, and hundreds of de•or- 
ated bicycles, floats and bands 
parade to Willows Park for a 
British tea party that is anything 
but stuffy. 
Party-goers can tie into the 
beef rom noon to 4:30 p.m., then 
top off their meal with carnival 
rides. , 
Bath tubs and outhouses race 
across the bay at Sunday's Water ~ 
Show, while skydivers drop in. 
Then, up in Peace River's out- 
fitter country, the Hud.ron Hope 
Rodeo, June 3-4, features paekei's' 
races, unique to northern B.C. 
rodeos. 
Saddle bruno and bareback 
riding, calf roping, steer wrestling 
and bull riding are the major 
events at 'the Rodeo Grounds 
one ktlometre north of town, 
where a gymkhana kicks off the 
action. 
Behind the dam is another 
colossus: B.C.'s largest lake, Lake 
Williston. 
Here, too, the 20th centm'y. 
rubs shoulders With pre-histo~; 
see the casts of dinosaur tracks 
left near the damsite 100 million' 
years ago when northern B~C. 
was a tropical shtamp. 
It's not .necessary to go to an 
African diamond mine to strike 
it rich. 
Visitors to Liqooet in Carihoo 
country/uight come home with 
more than just happy memories' 
if they stop at the Rockhounds 
Reserve, a jade-rich 160-kilo- 
metre stretch along the Fraser 
River from Lillooet o H6pe. 
Lillooet hills and streams con- 
tain a greater variety of gems 
than other comparative areas in 
North America, and jade is found 
in boulders weighing more than 
18 metric tons. 
. And suiting hungry rock- 
bounds to a "tea" is the Li/Iooet 
Fun Da)~ June 3, when a tea und 
bake sale run at the Main Street 
Legion Hall from 1:30 to 5:00 p.m. 
A .Crafts table, ¢:hildren's fish- 
pond and entert.ainment provide 
pleasant after-tea browsing. 
So, this week i'n B.C., tourists 
can have the run of the globe. 
Join up and see the world. 
! 
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ACROSS 40 Female DOWN 16 Bed coverlet 
1 Miner's parent 1 Tent maker ~0 Skill 
quest 41 Biblical t Went on 
4 Miss mount horseback 
Teasdale 45 To the shal- 3 French 
8 Innate 
IS Witty saying 
IS Dressed 
14 Steak order 
15 Sufficient 
17 InsUgate 
IS Ensue 
IS Seize ' 
roughly 
Zl French 
'bland 
ZZ insph~d 
prophet 
On four; 
you walk 
~9 l.Sne drive 
" 30 Statute 
31 Unruly 
tumult 
22 Assistance 
35Sotto-- 
24Epech 
35 Keats' forte 
3~ Wise men 
37 Sucking 
fish~ 
39 Bfl~ge 
offer 
) • 
| 
22 Clumay 
shoe u mmeetring 
tared side seasons 23 Partners of 
48 Sticky 4 Short ears rams 
5O Italian S Win~ed m " -  Rabbit" 
~ L / 6 Huh'pad ~7 River in 
51 Part of 7 Like a England " 
speech gland 28 Friable soil 
S2 Born 8 Island off 23 ~ .  
Mexican Venezuela ~Obdurate 
laborer 9 Pub 33 '~UO --" 
$4 Camper's 10 Work unit 35-- pro nobis 
shelter 11 Golf M ,Still .. 
55 Sea bird gadget 38 ' -- a Oroelan 
Avg. solution time: 24 min. Urn" 
39 Mary --, wife 
of England's 
Henry IV 
~ 43tUmble 
plant 
43 Always . 
44 Numerical 
suffix 
~ 4 5  The Jungfrau 
D CC. ~ ! L TE ~Norwagian 
47 Old name 
IT[QIEIIAIRI II D iE I !  IRIE ! for Tokyo 
4-16 49 Female 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, antelope 
~,? i  o ,: 
~; ~,,.;,, ,,/,. 
- m" l l  
- I F '  I1  
, "1 mum 
[] ,,,n I " ' "  4"1 
- I N i "  I 
Z I  r'i, 
~ U  ~:  1 4-16 
RJTC JC JM JAY  RPTCAJKT-  
U UKRJCY  . JC  EPC EPPCYT JT -  
TKYM "., 
Yesterday sCryptoqulp--,FLAT ~ DEFLATE AVID 
DILrVEI~. " 
:- ' © ~s  K~ F, mrm Sr~Uem. ~.  
. ' Today'aCryptequipc]ne: A qualsR 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution .dlo~r.. ~ whi~ ~c~l t 
lettor ~ ,d  stands for another . If you Uflnl( utat Jt .equ~us U,.rea 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. S~.e  letie~., sno~ w o.-- Z 
and words e~slng an apostrophe can g~ve you emes m =cau~ 
vowels. Sointim is accempilshnd by trial and error. 
" DEAR ABBY: If a roanin married to a woman who is 
,,,,,,la,, . .  ~lwavs "to0 tired" to satisfy her husband's 
• ph~'ys"icalnse-ds, ~ gets a lot of aympa.thy. And if ha.should 
go elsewhere for what he'n ~ at ~me_, no one mam.es 
i~n.  But how abeut a woman? She can be ~ve.starve~ mr 
: years, and if she as much as looks at anotaer man, erie s 
considered a tramp. , • " - -  man 
Well, I'm no tramp, Abby. I m a qecenc, norn~, wo.~ 
~vho has been married for 16 years to a man to has gwen 
me a fine home,, children, financinl security and 
companionship. But for the las, t four yeare his intsreat in 
'sex has diminished to nothing. 
We are both in our early 40s, and I think we are much 
too young to consider the physical side of our marriage 
finished. (Or am X wro .n~, ).l~e trivd.e.ve,rY~s to~:~ 
his interest in me, but it s nopeteon. He remnes : 
it, and he Won't see a doctor. Meanwhile, I~n loft 
frustrated. 
I~Te never been unfaithful in my life. l~n attractive, .h~ok 
~oungor than my years,.and.ktely I ha~ ~en. w.0.naer.o~. 
ff perhan~i an affair on tae man W .o~t. save my.n.~. ~muy 
Or .a  to 
woman, Abby, what do you " 
DESPERATE IN DENVEE 
yoffi h.b~d.that u..~e v~u:..~ mm~:  ~,~, .  
see a doctor for a tJlorongfl ensexup, ae  ~oum -~ : - 
i~s ica l  disorder. , . . . . . . .  
it's not ,"physical," it s peye~o~em,  wme~. 
therapeutic onunse_ lln~. mig_h,t LelteP;e~ m~x~tm~ mr a 
man his age.to have ~ an mw . , 
DEAlt ABBY: You told BUGGED, whose e x;~-lawn 
mad. u habit ber andher no .  
every Sunday in order to see the gr.anaemmren, ma . 
once.a-week visit didn't seem excessive m you. 
Abby, you are wrong, wrong, wrongl 
Visiting every Sunday IS excessive. Once e .very t~vo 
months would seem more re .aso nble ~ me: .AISOj,y_X~_ 
should the ex.in-laws go to their zormer aa.ugece.r-m-mw u 
hanmre~ly? ' I I  they w.ant.~ keep.c~Pt~em~:t~ 
their son's children, way ann t.t~. 7 Ipx~_~? _n_,y . . . . . . .  ~- 
, , k . _  ,^ ,  -o-k a tudlnme or to Ulelr home mm eute~mm 
them? And why must it t)e on : o~-, .~.  . ' 
,' Please reconsider, Abby. That answer didn't ~mid  like 
~. you, Are you on a vacation or what? 
DISAPPOINTED IN GEORGIA 
DEAR DISAPPOINTED:_I never go on 
. ,n=w,~ ,ram mine and 1111 tske  my l umps  i~r as. zou  . . 
--~'~h*-1 ~ '~fe~d several hundred readers wrote to.~eu 
i mM~m' * Ovw' - -  
,. me no .  • 
i! ~,,~, I,' • nay .  Our -roblom is commmy who don't know 
" whenU"~'~lt' time~"~ go he'inc.,When we.have.pebplo over,, and 
,h . . . . .  'q~o" I think we d bettor be going now, }ns.t o 
L'~--~_,,'~..'-'..'.~= ' . . . .  thin= " : '~)h. you don'thave to 
ut~ IAmm W~ n,~.y ~, , : - - -  .-7-;;o., ~ko.  . ~-,'_ . t . _ . . . , . . ,  And  it'm 
,,o~"n~ "Rt~v a little wlme longer. ~ 7  0~. . . . . . .  
~o"the"r' h~"  before they m~.e a..moye .to go ~ 'mi  
Abby, ideass toll your readers umc w~n.a  nos~. _ 
:. hostess ~y, mZo~ don't have.to .go uomn y( ~:. ,.~ey~ ,,. ~ 
being pollto and snomont oe taken ser.o,,~. -v~ --,, 
some people so dumb? 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
' : ,  Frances Drake , 
FOR THURSDAY, dUNE I, 1978 
THE HERALD,  Wednesday, .N~ty41,  1970, PAGE 9 
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by nt~nt  psek~ sB4 J ob~Jy  ka J t  
DEAD TIRED IN ILLINOIS 
' DEAR TIRED: Width people? The,c would be  no 
~oblem ff bouts Gad hostesses wouldnot eneo~~,  ' "Nothing 8flonishe! men ,so much so common ssnso end 
plain dealing." Ralph Wlldo Emerlon •[p iem ~ overstay their weleem e with Inomon com.~ 
spil led drinks and even centuries ago. The Roman , 
perspirat ion can cause  ~ Empire considered silk 
problems, worth its weight in gold, 
ed in deodorants, perspire- today's ilk garments. 
DOONESBURY 
S.4 
~E, ~. /  C,4V Yt~t 
." .• 
/ . 
%.. 
,¢ 
h~oo~e ~:~ h~t,m~.llet~dtth~wsa " bird flying into the 
wr ink les ,  However ,  silks 
need some special precau- 
tions in cleaning and ben- 
dling. The International 
Fabricate Institute (IFI), 
the national association of 
professional launderers and 
drycleaners, po in ts  out 
some of silk's strengths and 
weaknesses, and how to deal 
with them in caring for your 
;ilk garments. 
• Strong light not only 
fades the dyes and brighten- 
ers used in many silks, but 
sunlight weakens and yel- 
lows the silk itself, so keep 
your silks in a cool, dark, 
dry place. 
• Silk also yellows with 
age and frequent ironing. 
Hot ironing temperatures 
damage the fabric and cause 
yellowing, so ~uee a low 
setting when doing your 
touch-up ironing. Don't ever 
iron silk velvet or any other 
velvets--ironing flattens the 
pile.. 
Your dryclcaner often can 
whiten a yellowed silk gar. 
,ment,  but t~lere are .limits to 
what .the cleaner can do. 
, Bleaches can harm both the 
fabric and the optical 
brighteners used in silks. 
Your cleaner will do every- 
thing 'possible to. restore 
silks withbut damaging the 
fabric. 
• Because silk dyes and 
finishes ean be very sensitive 
to water and because silk 
is very water-ahsorbent, 
special techniques and 
equipment to remove tuine. 
Point them out to your 
~cleaner, again as aoof~ as 
possible. 
Your drycleaner can help 
restore the fabric color with 
professional treatment. The 
treatment eannot reverse 
fabric ~amage caused: by 
yearn of use, though. The 
garment may need the same 
treatment every time you 
have the garment cleaned. 
The drycleaner~may lso 
have to add eizing to replace 
lost fabric finishes. ~ome 
finishes break down in the 
dr'cleaning process Itself. 
Cleanem can restore these 
finishes, but cannot guaran- 
tee the fabric will feel like 
new. 
Wrinkling shouldn't he a 
problem with most |i]ks. If 
your silks do become 
wrinkled, 'you can. remove 
the wrinkles w i tha  gentle 
steaming. Be c~u.eful the fa- 
bric doesn't get damp with 
moisture. 
The 'thread of" the silk- 
worm has been considered a 
. thing of beauty for years, 
ever since the Chinese began 
cultivating silkworn~ five 
mmlmw~m 
'A"¢ ~4 to Sept" 9) T~'  "Anewap reamxoa nnan~, involves travel. Your ym fro" I~ . . l~ '~/~- l / r~ '~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  travel, in fact, could lead you ~ - -  . _ 
ms= a~"m'~" '" '°" into" n'd °'apl=at~"' 1' ;17i '  el:: ~ K ~ ' 0 Y " -  u35~;2 i the immedmte situation. ~,h  o~, , t  sdccess. You are .~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  PotonUal is greater than you "';~v~'~mtiv~ ort~ml in _~'_ . hl,,._v ~ --, - ~ - 
may gme. your thinking and enjoy k U3 
LIBRA(sepL 24 to Oct. 23) ~ '  ~ ' progressiveaSs°ciati°n'pen~withNo ms.alert' [FLY REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES |' 
Neltherfearto~..pintoanew what career, you finally settle 
orc~u~edplcture, n0retep~, upon, however, yourm~Inailty m and prompt  prescr ip t ion  serv ices  R 
.quicklY(oct. before you are rea ~. willconquer~noeltsee. On ~ 'ihcAN,r~eep:/v~y__e~e.L~._l ~e~m" ~'~_e~P._ L ~v..- ~,-~ IV~'-. #-, ,~-,%~=~X/" ~]] i1--  ,~-~ : / '   .....  '" Know your ground suffl,4m y personal" side, you are and Umo~ asseemtss, too. gregurinas, wurm.Uearind and  AMAZING SPIDER.M~AN ;  .............. . By Stun Lee and John Romit~ 
SCORPIO m ,~k-_ generous almost O a fauiL Try r~A~ A pSYCHIA'I'RIST, ~ JJ • PREO~;T HE WILL 1 
Z ~Y THAT VIOLENT , I ra .  19LOWI,.V OLIT C~IRNU~]  24 to  NOV. 22) u . ~ "  to ~lsldonofe8 toward i . ,M~WO.R1E~, ,T  w~' rcH~[ f f i  j I~.~YTl'~TylUl~,~ri.L~.__LOg~p,ayU~lT H 
A day In which to curb your extreme moodiness, however. 
nsturolMartiana~gx'eas/vene~ Birthdate of: Brigham Young, " . . . .  "~'"~"" | 
with intelligent self.discipline, Mormon; Pat Boone, Mn~er; 
fnoderation. Avoid extremes. Maril,vnMonroe, film s tar . .  
Proper Care Keeps Silk Beautiful 
• Silk is in again, and your tion and salt water damage 
delicate new silks can be silk fiben, The salts will do 
• among your wardrobe's less damage and your 
most enduring components, clothes will Iut  .longer if . . . . .  . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " " " " ~ ' . . . .  ~ ,~ , , ,: 
• ~ z ~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / # ~  ~ . . -  7.~giv'eii.th~dghteare . . . . . . .  youLhave. , t ,  hem.c leaned. ,as  TERRAOE ~ / ~ ~ - ~  REGISTER [ ........... '~"" The special feel of silk, soon after being soiled as  | i  • 
possible.age,becomebutharderNOtthe onlYtodirtcle n Oesattractswithsilk P .qUNS F .  yeas  sn , .  
- -  a , ,ne  q" ' - ' - '~  ~ •LEAGUES NOW!" 
NLl lnK I4  635.5911Pff'~1i~ ~'~ /~dm 
A-good time to take the 
initiative in business matters, to 
express independence of 
and action. But DO tone 
down your innate aggressive- 
noss .  
YOU BORN TODAY are 
highly indlvidualktle and so 
' versatile that you could succeed 
in almost any field of your 
choice , with the proper 
training, o f  course; could 
especially excel in writing, ]///H~ ~' 
and its ability to take bril- 
liant dye colors are pushing 
it  to new heights of popu- 
larity. Silk is becoming 
popular not only in scarves 
and ties, but now in blouses, 
dresses ,  skirts and suits-- 
men's as well as .women's. 
Silk gives up soil readily 
and is very resistant o 
moths and insects that can 
Lttaek the fabric finishes. A 
)rofessionni cleaner , has 
ac.  Wja,~s~t 
', 
! 
"1 Imow you take a shower almost every day. You 
almost took one Monday, you almost took one 
Tuesday .... ,." 
~. ,-5 • 
"There's four clan socks In here. one blue, 
one brown, one green and on, red." 
decisions you must make soon. 
Call on interested assodates if developing helpful contacts. | 
• .ou think the.. can hol- There's Just one admouiflm: Don't let 3 7 V" • ~.~e, . , ,onewavtooet  ahead emotions inf luence your 
. . . . .  
(July 24 to Aug. 23) v~-~-~ 
• ~ o o~ "~c~.~,~ / 
~,",~c~':/= . . ,  ~ ~LD~¢~ . 
THE WIZARD OF  ID 
What kind of day wil l  SAGITFARIUS 
~ve. f0ryourb~Sip, men~ or ru~ of ~e0m. f~ l  ~- r~=~ N ) ~ ~ S  .F~TY~f~I  
,,,o.,,,,,,,, , , , ,  ,,,,,,,,.. _ -  - l / 
(Mar. 21toApr. 23) '¢  ~" ideas. Don't slt back, satisfled ~ . ~ \  ~- ,4p~ / . . . . .  ~ '~ 
Just the right day to bring off with previous endeavors -- or ~ . . . . . . . .  
som,,hin, new in y= gsin,. -,. _ -=. -d 
.Evening' hours favor romance. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) co. KIT '. ~"" ~' c. ~ . . . .  | . . . .  
. . r . , ,OM. , . , - .=  "=='  = === 
Lots of action indicated in foremost: It .will work wonders 
areas which have been quiet for now. Opposition? It can be a . . . . . .  
i ''49  
sometime. Got into lt while the AQUARIUS ~ 
time b ripe -- and profitl ~ ,.,~/ ............... 
(May 22 to June ~J.) H I~ y" (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Your magnetism should .be Overzealonsnss~ overreaching m ' n 
working overtime now, so take may tempt. Hasty words and ~ ~ A-A  ~ ~ Open ~ntil 10 p.m. Friday end .Saturday " ! 
the initiative in advancing both deeds could cause endless 
career and personal interests, redoing and undoing; leave | 4736 LAKELSE PHONE 6~-7977 M 
What'you ask will be given, scars, too. 
CANCER ~ (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " -.~-~ 
, = , ,o ,  ==. .  CATF ISH Give careful  thought to future projects; also for 
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